From The Desk of

Rabbi Kaufman

Head Counselor

Camp Agudah

Dear Campers,
As I sit down to write these few words to you, I really can t believe that this
summer is over and we are returning back home. It was a beautiful, successful, and
exciting summer. Aside from seeing how much you enjoyed all the wonderful activities
that took place day and night in camp, it was most gratifying for me to see you not only
daven, learn as Bnei Torah, but live your daily life 24 hours a day as such. You truly
fulfilled

Chol Derachecha Dei-ayhu in a spectacular way and were Mekadeish Sheim

Shomayim.

When you pack your trunks, remember to put in everything that you learned here
in camp, and practice it all year long as only a true CAMP AGUDAH RUACH
COUNTRY boy can do with a RUACH COUNTRY Neshoma.
Your Head Counselor,
Rabbi Simcha Kaufman

From The Desk of

Rabbi Basch

Learning Director

Camp Agudah

Dear Campers,
As another wonderful summer draws to a close we must all express much hakoras
hatov to the Ribono Shel Olam for once again giving us the opportunity to spend our
summer in an atmosphere of Kedusha and Taharah away from the negative influence of
the outside world and living amongst Bnei Torah in a Makom Torah. The thousands of
hours of limud HaTorah learned by our campers, Masmidim, and staff members, should
stand as a Zechus for Acheinu Bais Yisroel B Eretz Yisroel and protect them from Kol
Tzorah Shelo Tavo.
This year in addition to our very successful learning program-staffed by a super
group of learning Rabbeim, many hundreds of additional learning hours were learned in
the senior league Kollel Erev and the Shabbos afternoon learning program, which packed
the Masmidim Bais Medrash week after week. Camp Agudah s learning really never
ended- whether it was the day after a major trip, major play, OAR, color war etc. our
campers were out there doing their best and trying their hardest to be Mekayim the
mitzvah of salmud Torah K neged Kulam. We are truly very proud of the best
Talmidim in the world-the campers of Camp Agudah.
May you all be very Matzliach in the year ahead and may we together greet
Moshiach Tzidkainu and spend next summer in Camp Agudah Yerushalayim.
Rabbi N.H. Basch
Learning Director

From The Desk of
Assistant Learning Director

Rabbi Levovitz
Camp Agudah

Dear Camp Agudah,
Just about a week ago, we read the Pasuk of Va eschanan El H/shem . Moshe Rabbeinu wanted
to enter Eretz Yisroel not just for his own sake, but for the sake of Klal Yisroel. For this the Torah says, he
was Mispalel and begged 515 times (Va eschanan).from where did Moshe Rabbeinu get so much
persistence? Any other person would have given up! Moshe Rabbeinu knew that when it comes to
Ruchniyus, persistence, or better said, Akshanus is the only way. If something is to be accomplished, you
just can t give up.
What didn t Rochel Imaynu do to have children? Rochel knew that her sister was worthier than she
was because of her good deeds. She therefore persisted as the Pasuk says, Naftulay Elokim Niftalti ,
meaning Akshanus. And since she never gave up, the Pasuk continues by saying Gam Yacholti . H/shem
was persuaded, Kaviyachol, by her words. Without having this Akshanus, she would have never been able
to accomplish her goal.
It is known that when the Chofetz Chaim wanted to go to Eretz Yisroel, many different things
happened to obstruct his plans. Another person in his position would have not only given up, but would
have been totally demoralized. However, the Chofetz Chaim said, Go! I must go! Nothing will stop me!
The way to become a Gadol Biruchniyus is only through great perseverance with great
assertiveness to persist until one has accomplished what one has set out to do.
On this note, we would like to express our Hakoras Hatov to the Ribono Shel Olam for performing
such miracles with us this summer. Our Director Reb Meir possesses this great Midah as well. No matter
how difficult the task, Reb Meir never gives up. Open we must open, and open he did-better than ever.
Thank you Reb Meir.
You campers and staff members have B H just finished a summer in which you have beautifully
demonstrated your persistent desire to grow and to reach heights. This I believe was the greatest summer
ever: Davening so beautifully, learning with such Hasmodoh during Cocoa Club, first, second and night
Seder, night Kollel, morning Kollel, learning thousands of Mishnayos, making Siyumim on various
Sedorim, and in short, living up to the motto- Camp Agudah s learning never ends . This goal would not
have been reached if not for your great persistence.
My Bracha is that by using this great drive that has motivated all of us throughout such a
wonderful summer, may we continue as Bnei Torah in the coming years. Let us never forget-when it comes
to Ruchniyus; never give up! And, may we all, through our efforts, be Zoche to have a Kesiva Va chasima
Tovah.
Rabbi O.M. Levovitz
Assistant Learning Director

Ruach

Bunk aleph Minus

Country

Last will And testament
CC-Yechiel Aharonof
CC-Dovid Greisman
CC-B.Z. Szlafrak
CC-Tzvi Yehuda Joselit

To have fun on his off day
Masmidim!!
No comment (Masmidim)
To be in bunk Aleph Minus

Yakov Feivelson
Yitzchok Frischman
Nosson Boruch Halbertal
Shaul Chaim Kaufman
Avrohom Yochanan Lax
Shloimy Levitansky

To catch the biggest frog in Sullivan county
To be with Tzvi Yehuda from September to June also
To be up first in every single game
To be like Rabbi Kaufman
To have arts and crafts every day
To know how he s getting home every night (without having to
call home)
Meir Lichtman
To be like Rabbi Lichtman
Yakov Mitnick
To sit on the swings all day and not have to be with the bunk
Yisroel Meir Steinberg
For Rabbi Halbertal to allow him to do high ropes
Avrohom Yitzchok Teitelbaum To have his own money for the canteen and to be staff in Camp
Agudah also
Yehuda Viener
To know for sure if the Simon Shapiro story is true or not

July 3

Opening Day at Camp Agudah!
Although a few days late, the feeling in the air is that of triumph!

7 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk aleph Plus

Country

Last Will And Testament
CC
CC

Shaul Krausz
Yossi Meisner

Avrohom Elbaz
Aaron Feivelson
Tzvi Frischman
Yehuda Goldberg
Meir Simcha Gross
Dovid Kadin
Mordechai Karpensprung
Mordechai Lax
Yaakov Zev Pearl
Nechemia Schechter
Aaron Stefansky
Yisroel Nochum Teitelbaum
Chaim Teitz
Mordechai Viener
July 4

see Meisner
censored
to have his own Torah Show
to be in charge of high ropes
not to play bunk Aleph Minus
to come to Camp Agudah
to be Osher Levy
to eat cereal by every meal
to be a Rebbe
to be the funniest kid in the bunk
to be the Head Lifeguard
for the teams to be fair
to win colorwar
to go frogcatching
to sing his songs on the mike
to buy something from the canteen
Ribbon Cutting ceremony on new
Camp Agudah Baseball Stadium!.

8 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk aleph

Country

Aleph Is One Because
CC - Yaakov Aberbach
JC - Avi Feinzeig

had a twice in a lifetime opportunity
had a once in a lifetime opportunity

Yaakov Avigdor
Yisroel Chaim Biberfeld
Avi David
Shmuel Ehrman
Avrohom Elbaz
Chaim Meir Fraiman
Shlomo Goodman
Binyomin Kahan
Zalman Krasnow
Moshe Levenson
Pesach Levitt
Chaim Love
Binyomin Lowy
Yitzi Mandel"s
Yaakov Moller
Pinny Mukin
Yitzckok Nussbaum
Avrohom Rabinowitz
Moshe Chaim Reich
Dovid Stimmel
Yehoshua Teitelbaum
Moshe Avigdor Teiyman
Akiva Wasser
Azriel Wasser
Yitzchak Wax
Moishe Meisner
Shmully Meth
Sruly Loeb
Ari Moller
Shlumshi
Chaim Spitzer
Gershy Skolnik

is nice to wasps
second favorite word is So Awesome!
loves to sing Y.B.C. and teaches everyone the moves to Kol Hamispalel
leaves a Yerusha for second trip
runs Torah Shows instead of being a camper
dances to the beat
doesn"t eat peanuts B!H
has a zoo, farm, ranch, conservatory and safari
is staff because he is Fixler"s brother
is a doctor for the second trip
is the best hockey player in Philly
knows about cell phones and touchdowns
went to Chevra Ma"avir Sedra
Yarmulkes are what we all are
drops good hints for his counselor
is telling a story
misses Bunk Aleph
boots in Yitzy Bald"s workshop
will make the worlds best tuna bagel
beats Bunk Bais in basketball
cleans his counselor"s #perfect" cubicle
is a hired hand on BK"s ranch
currently Shoiel, future Shoiel Umaishiv
writes poems all night and sings them on the mike
beats Deutscher in bowling
shares with Loeb and H/shem is on his side
rotates
drives
knows Eli can"t take them all the way
is always invited
is the top guy in Torah Temima because he goes to Silver Lake
is the best Chavrusa ever

July 5

Neighborhood Day breakout by night activity
Generals are Eliyahu, Elazar, Shully and Kizzy(?!)

9 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Bais

Country

If
CC - Sruli Gray
CC - Raphael Stern
CC Nochum Dusowitz

would resist the urge to sweep the floor
would finally wear a white shirt
would make a wooden model of his camera

Naftali Bookson
Yoni Fine
Ushy Friedman
Akiva Gelber
Azriel Dovid Gleiberman `
Shlomo Zalman Greenberg
Elazar Halberg
Chaim Tzvi Kadin
Aryeh Kamelhar
Eliyohu Katzenstein
Aron Hille Kohn
Moshe Hillel Kroizer
Aaron Shalom Lieber
Yitzchok Nusbaum
Yehoshua Parnes
Moshe Avigdor Teigman
Shmuly Meth

would wake up early
would win colorwar
would have a white face
would stand on the bench and sing on Shabbos
would miss Cocoa Club and sleep through Shacharis
would have the neatest bed in the bunk
would survive one day without instant soup
would take over his zaidy s job
would stop chasing/playing with Moshe Hillel
would come, to all the activities
would stop reading The Hardy Boys
would be the next Gadol Hador
would finally beat his Gameboy game
would be a camper in Camp Agudah
would become the head nurse
would stop catching those poor and innocent frogs
would sleep at night rather than by etc.

It Would Be A GOOD ONE!!!
July 6

Neighborhood Day!
Flatbush wins for the first time in many years.

10 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Gimmel

Country

Yonah Kaplowitz Will Be Counselor Before
CC - Shloimy Brecher
JC - Moshe Schmalz

wears normal newly designed! pajamas
unlocks his fridge and gets a broom

Shmuel Berger
Motti Freund
Dovid Gewirtz
Yaakov Gluck
Ari Greenberg
Tovia Greenspan
Nosson Harari
Yitzchok Kaufman
Akiva Landsberg
Moshe Yosef Rubin
Chaim Sittner
Yossi Sternbuch
Dov Teitz

gets his own jar of pickles and 3 pepper rings. Good Night!!!
officially joins the Wildlife Conservation Society
makes noise
stops babysitting his nephews
does something on his own
has messy cubbies
has his "chup# stay up by itself
takes off his rollerblades and puts down the Gameboy
owns the canteen, Emzee, Kedem, Gefen, etc.
is in bunk Daled (not only activities)
stops asking his counselor for soup and butter
comes to Chevra Ma avir Sedra
is given all of the Freeze-pops that he is owed for Mishnayos

July 7

First week of Chavra Ma avir Sedra.
190 campers filled the Shul for this wonderful program.

11 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Daled

Country

!ll never forget
CC - Dani Stein s
CC - Moshe Meisner

daily meeting with his fellow Head-Staff members
beard, what beard, oh ! that beard

Eliyahu Basch
Simcha Florans
Shmuel Frenkel
Chaim Gelber
Zelig Heller
Shlomo Yechiel Hochman
Avi Kornfeld

Tefilla dollars Shacharis, Mincha, Ma ariv
bathing suit and solo in the choir. P.S. you were amazing
birthday cake and your mattress
Balderdash with the counselors after curfew
basketball and Zemiros at three in the morning
killing your monster bugs
you (you da man) your tears on the bus home P.S. you are allowed to be a
soccer fan of a different country
solo in the choir (Hamalach) and everything else (Nosh and all) Kwamer
leibidikge Zemiros
socks on my bed and "your# cup
nine cars on Payday
pioneering sticks in the forest
nightly Mountain Dew and your knife
missing laundry
getting his own food by all meals & never getting 4 me (thanx for the charger)
you
daily Vasikin Minyan

Shlomo Yechi Kramer
Yehuda Mehlman
Shloimi Rubinfeld
Smuel Tzvi Scheiner
Yehudah Snow
Boruch Nosson Weinreb
Yehuda Leib Weinreb
Yehuda Leib Wolf
Yecheskel Yanofsky
Shmuly Meth

July 8

Reb Shmuel Bloom is the Shabbos Guest for Parshas
Chukas-Balak. There is a grand Malava Malka after Shabbos.

12 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Hey

Country

Nobody Knows Why
CC - Menachem Yehoshua Bresler
JC - Eliezer Menachem Goldbaum

got the best bunk in the mountains
wants the same bunk next year

Yisroel Meir Glick
Ahron Hager
Dovid Herbsman
Yisroel Katzenstein
Yehudah Levi

has only three cubbies
does not stand by Shabbos Zemiros
shows his baseball cards to a Yankee fan (Ephraim)
refuses to wash Mayim Achronim
made it to Breuer s choir, yet did not try out for Yitzy s
choir
gets so Antsy Pantsy from Shmuel Kunda s tapes
thinks tonight is Color War
sings so much, but always lowers the volume on the
stereo
wears a Tallis even though he is not a Yeke
follows the Yankees
ran around the go cart track
washes before Kiddush
drinks so much soda
grows mold

Meir Maza
Naftali Rosenberg
Avrumie Rubinstein
Eliyahu Schuck
Ephraim Slomovics
Shimon Spiegel
Mordechai Weis
Aron Weiss
Kasriel Zakutinsky

July 9

Visiting Day Sunday!!!
Basketball game against Old Timers!.

13 Tamuz

Bunk vov

Ruach

Country

Bunk Vov Is Better Because
(The Grass Is Greener on the Other Side)
CC Menachem Feinzeig
JC - Chanoch Glicher
JC Bentzy Schwadel

thinks every day is Purim (here comes Haman)
it took the bunk a month to learn his last name
shows what great Zemiros is

Eli Bertram
Avi Bojman
Daniel Yitzchok Cywiak
Dovid Golding
Menachem Aryeh Grossberg
Shmueli Horowitz
Reuven Knobel
Menashe Kunstlinger
Nechemia Leffel
Menachem Nachum Nierenberg
Motti Pomerantz
Chananya Schachter
Shuki Scherman
Zvi Schwartz
Pinchus Shurkin
Boruch Steinmetz
Shlomie Vinitsky
Ayeh Leib Edell

thinks that he is in the Israeli Army
has an endless supply of flashlights
is a proud member of F. 1-2-3
has a cousin (Eli) always ready to swing from a harness
jumps out of bed every morning
can sing so high that his own window shatters
has the most Geshmake bunk
has the most chilled bunk in camp
has a phobia of beards
has access to all of the Razzles he wants
can scare away any fire
does so much Chesed for his bunkmates
gets Artscroll to publish baseball cards
see room 102
has !double trouble" twin cousins
actually davens and takes a shower simultaneously
likes his counselor"s cell phone
has such great craftsmanship abilities

July 10

Chanting for the trip to Zoom-Flume starts by supper.
NO DRINKING BEFORE THE TRIP!

14 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Zayin

Country

I will go to sleep if you first .
CC - Pinny Kanner
JC - Kalman Yosef Katlowitz

read the Hilchos Lashon Harah paper
let me finish organizing the play carnival

Sruli Botwinick
Tzvi Eliezer Caplan
Yosef Cohen
Reuven Furer
Dovid Simcha Ginzberg
Shlomo Lazarus
Chaim Zanvil Loeb
Yisroel Meir Meisner
Avi Muchnik
Yoni Neumann
Shlomo Z. Satt
Asher Schiffenbauer
Mordechai Weinberger
Moshe Zaks
Yehuda Leib Zucker

let me play baseball
let me learn Mishnayos
tell me a story
get me French Fries
give me a scratch off card
let me take a shower after curfew
give me night canteen
Shhhh (he!s sleeping)
give me a Tefilla Dollar
if you put on "Kinderlach#
take me on a walk
get me a tradition soup
Teitch this word for me
let me put away my nosh
put on a tape

July 11

Trip Day!!!!
Camp Agudah visits Zoom

Flume.

color war

15 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Ches

Country

If I Had A Billion Dollars, I Would
CC - Asher Dov Salzberg
JC - Moshe Feivelson
JC Chanoch Glicher

build a door on my cubicle and look at it
buy an alarm clock that goes off after one minute
get change in quarters for laundry

Ari Bader
Shmuel Mordechai Bienenstock
Moishy Bobker
Dovid Brody
Pesach Diamond
Yosef Eliezer Fried
Kalman Friedman
Dovi Gewirtz
Meyer Glicher
Mordechai Goodman
Baruch Greenberg
Yaakov Yitzchok Greenberger
Tzvi Asher Gross
Mordechai Hager
Shimmy Kanner
Rafi Katzenstein
Yossi Lichter
Shiya Mishler
Menachem Palley
Moshe Rosner
Barnetsky
Eisenberg
Rand
Miller
Goody
A. Mayer
Lichtenstein
Ralf
Battalion
Fogel
Scheiner
Shmuly Meth
Y. Kaplowitz
BZ & Z
Itzy
H. Weinreb
Zak

buy a dirty devil beast
hire a detective to find out what I did wrong
let the world know that I am not related to the cake
buy a seat on the bunk bench by Davening
make secret compartments on my mattress
pay Rabbi K. to make revile at 5:30
buy an ice cream truck and never help by cleanup again
buy a Gameboy for everyone so they won!t borrow mine
hire Chanoch to be my J.C. a whole year round
buy the New York Yankees and make a few changes
buy the sweetest "Gezuntheit# in the hockey university
pay Yosef Eliezer Fried to wake me up
wait, is he even there?
buy a Diablo that I don!t have to share
buy all of the Calvin & Hobbes in the world
get my questions answered
hire someone to make decisions for me
buy the world!s loudest alarm clock
pay Asher to give me first (anything)
pay to stop everyone from being too physical
buy my way back into Mechina
build a permanent bed on the porch
become a detective in France
pay my way back into camp for a full half
create a sport that is played with one hand
buy an even better cell phone
buy new sunglasses
go to Chevra Ma!avir Sedra
buy Asher!s tower fan off of him
Change my name to Goldbaum
buy everything in the lifeguard catalog
get a real beard
give enough to the Agudah to get a counselor job
get our own camera phones
pay Schwebel to let him come for a full summer
play Frisbee all day
never do the yearbook again

July 12

Lazy Day!!! YAY!!!

16 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Tes

Country

In 20 Years from now
CC

Meir Papa

JC
JC

Yisroel Joselit
Elimelech Sperling

will still be telling the bunk that when the lights are off they do not go back on and will still be the most gashmake guy around
with his own chant and a huge Anav
will be the real Rabbi Mishnayos and the most amazing person Camp Agudah has ever seen
will still be swatting bugs away

Ephraim Aszknazy
look at Yossi Nebenzahl
Velvel Bochner
will have a !chup" the size of Mt. Everest
Yossi Cohen
will still be the most interesting person that I have ever met
Velvel Engelson
will finally have enough clothing to last him through the nine days
Yaakov Chaim Glustein
will follow in his mother"s footsteps and be a director of his own camp
Moshe Goldstein
will finally have his own bed and cubbies in the bunk
Avrohom Rafael Greenstein
will hit a home run!
Moshe Hirsch
will still be finishing a can of hot peppers every Shabbos and will be called Gingi!
Yaakov Jaroslawicz
will go to Chevra Ma"avir Sedra
Nachie Kaganoff
will still live in Pittsburg and be a Steelers fan
Avrohom Eli Leibiker
will have a bigger fridge with enough space for everyone
Yaakov Yitzchok Morgenstern
will be as big as his name
Yossi Nebenzahl
look at Ephraim Aszknazy
Tzvi Rubin
will come back for another great summer
Aaron Shapiro
will be the lead singer on Acheinu 14 &will finally give me a free CD and cookies
Yisochor Dov Sheinfeld
will no longer be allergic to peanuts (that includes peanut chews)
Yitzy Shertzer
will be the champion of the National Paddleball Association and a roll of tape for his glasses
Shaul Simon
will still be standing next to the Bima next to Zaidy
Yaakov Teitz
will still be visited by his father
Dovid Tikotzky
will take over his Tatty"s job at the lake
Gershy Tress
will start his own line of shorts
Asher Wrona
everyone will finally realize that his name is pronounced VORONA!
Menachem Mendel Zaks
will still be talking, and asking me, #Can I play Gameboy now?$ #No!$ #How about now?$
Pesach Herby
will somehow, surprisingly, have an amazing bunk and to stop making fun of me about the water and the bucket
Yitzy Lebo
will still be getting special service from the kitchen and will still be sleeping until lunch on off days
The Roov
will still be the most #Geshmake Guy$ who adds so much to camp and gets solid hits. Thanks for being my neighbor this summer
Hobey and Yoni
will still be regretting that they didn"t come to camp this summer
Aaron Schleifstein
will still be looking at everything the other way
Tank
will be Colorwar General of Colorwar in DoraGolding 20 times over
Zak
will still not have a computer, printer, Cd drive, etc. or working haircutting machine
Meisner and AB
will IY$H get moved up to the Yam Hatalmud in Torah Temema
Shloimy Brecher
will IY$H be the Rosh Yeshiva in Englewood
Y. Duetcher, M. Lebo, M. Silberberg, A. Schleifstein and S. Lichtman
Thanks for the use of a seat in your cars throughout the summer

Dear Bunk Tes,
Thanks guys for an amazing unbelievable summer. I can"t imagine my summer being any better without any one of you guys. Please keep in
touch (K.I.T.) and Shteig away in Yeshiva.
Meir

July 13

Shiv a Asar Bitamuz

17 Tamuz

Bunk yud

Ruach

Country

The world will go on even though
CC - Shloimy Leshkowitz
JC - Naftoli Abramczyk

had to survive! with his bunk for a whole summer
had to make line-up this summer because someone else didn!t

Shloimy Furer
Sholom Gottlieb
Yumi Gruen
Gershy Hershkowitz
Yehuda Hirsch
`
Tzvi Jakubovics
Yaakov Kleiman
Chaim Leib Koplowitz
Motty Matyas
Betzalel Schlosser
Yisroel Tzvi Schwartz
Dovid Solomon
Ahron Stark
Binyomin Weinstein
Moishe Wiedermann
Levi Yitzchok Wulliger
Y. Lebowitz
P. Herby
M. Papa
R. Weinreb
A. Egert
M. Weiss
Y. Kaplowitz
Y. Steinberg
A. Schleifstein
S. Lichtman
Kizzy
Mordechai Yechiel Lichtenfeld

he is always around Weinstein and Y. Hirsch
likes helping out his counselor so much
will not use his counselor!s phone for a day and will get food first
has to close his mouth at the table
is not officially Crafty!s assistant, but he is his best friend
still doesn!t know where the head counselor!s office is
missed an inning of a Yankee game and cleaned up his bed
did not play on his Gameboy for an entire month and woke up for an activity
has a bed with two moths on it so he didn!t sleep a whole summer
will move with Yitzy Richter to Lakewood and wake up for Zman Krias Shema
gets out of the bunk last and still makes it for lineup
doesn!t know why everything at the table is his fault and not Moishe W.
hair got messed up
shorts and flip-flops (no socks) did not match his older brother
wanted to go to Chevra Ma!avir Sedra
will be busy arranging his hanging stuff by his bed
was a counselor for fifth grade and a league commissioner
had to make lineup this year, not last year
had to be my neighbor and is so Geshmak and a great guy. Thank you.
was stoned in MaNaVu (Waterbury rocks)
had no cubicle
wears a white shirt and dress pants every day
is a counselor in Queens Muvhaks
did not get the job. Thank you very much
saw herring being killed in front of him. (Thank you very much for tour car, trunk,etc.)
wore a blue shirt as Chief Rabbi of". censored
is a Heimishe from Montreal not from Boro Park. Thanks for general
was really Gabai Sheini and did not give me Shishi

July 14

Camp Served Potatoes for lunch
and Erev Shabbos flower club is off in full swing.

18 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Yud Aleph

Country

What Would We Have Done If
CC - Reuven Weinreb
JC - Chesky Rosenberg

was more mature than the campers and never spaced out
would have went to MaNaVu

Daniel Anisfeld
Mordechai Becker
Levi Berg
Shimon Ekstein
Heshy Eisner
Yehuda Esral
Moshe Friedlander
Shloma Yehudah Hartman
Moshe Koff
Daniel Lichtenstein
Yehuda Meisner
David Milstein
Moshe Aharon Mizrahi
Yosef Reuven Mizrahi
Aryeh Munk
Dovid Nussbaum
Menachem Romand
Yaakov Rosenberg
Zevi Rosenberg
Chesky Rosenfeld
Yossi Sherr
Menachem Zev Singer
Gedalya Skalet
Yehuda Shoen
Menachem Slomovits
Zevi Speigel
Eli Strom
Mikheal Wagshall
Hillel Weiman

hardly took a shower and never smiled
always complimented his counselor and JC
would know what he was rated
would take I am going to Broadway
would not have been so chilled out
didn t prank call his counselor
never cleaned up after himself
never put on suntan lotion
hated when people played with electronic devices like a Gameboy Advance
didn t get sunburned
never failed to give his JC liver and pastrami
kept everyone up at night with his screaming and antics
would never annoy other counselors
would have a clean bed and not be the strange twin
would have left our bunk
was not the fattest kid in the bunk
showed up on time
wouldn t take it back
didn t get a Tefilla Dollar
didn t go to sleep on time
didn t get his cap dirty
didn t learn between at bats
would forget all of his jokes
would take all of his clothes and packages home
would have gone to Chevra Ma avir Sedra
would not have given massages
didn t care about the type of music played in the bunk
would have made lineup
would be by the bunk by lights out

July 15

Shabbos Gadol is Reb Lazer Ginzburg
Rosh Kollel of the Mirrer Kollel in Flatbush

19 Tamuz

Ruach

Bunk Yud Bais

Country

Last Will And Testament
CC - Asher Egert
JC - Avi Horowitz
Dovid Noach Adelman
Ahron Dovid Cohen
Adam Eshel
Meir Feigelstein
Daniel Gadbin
Rafi Gottesman
Dovid Grossberg
Mordechai Levi
Yaakov Levy
Yaakov Kirschner
Dovid Meltzer
Yisroel Raz
Mordy Rosenthal
Moshe Hillel Rubin
Sender Shaul Shulman
Reuven Wax
Chezky Wenger
July 16

to stay in camp for more than 2 months & to have a bigger bunk w/
a cubicle
to be able to sleep in the bunk that he is the JC of and to have
Shacharis at 10
to be able to have his flashlight on after curfew
to be able to use Avi s cell phone every night
to know when the canteen opens so he can buy something first
to be the most Geshmake actor in !The Greatest Show on Earth"
to be the world s best chess champ and still know where his bunk is
to still be by the table more than three minutes after the meal starts
to leave his JC alone and to stay in camp a whole year
to learn all of Mishnayos during the summer while being the star
soloist in !Ruach" Country
to play hockey all day long
to be M.V.P. not only in baseball
to stay in camp for more than 1 month and to go on all the rides in
Zoom Flume with his counselor
to be the one to know the daily activities three days in advance
to be the fastest biker in Camp Agudah while eating a pizza bagel
to be with his brother in Mechina while on the high ropes #zip"
to go with the flow & to have the same !Feste" bunk year after year
to have his parents come every day to visit him and to go to Chevra
Maavir Sedra
& to continue brightening people with his warm smile
OAR Breakout by night activity
Generals are Mutty Lebovitz and A.Z. Herbstman
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In 20 years From Now
CC - Yehuda Yosef Weiss
JC - Yaakov Taub

Shlomo Fink
Shmueli Fruchthandler
Nosson Dovid Fruchthandler
Shmuli Gleiberman
Yitzchok Dov Goldberg
Shragi Goldstein
Yisroel Goldstein
Binyomin Greenberg
Yair Havlin
Avi Hoch
Yosef Dovid Kahn
Moshe Katz
Mordechai Levi
Uriel Leiberman
Dov Ornstein
Aron Perlow
Eli Rosenberg
Mordechai Rotenberg
Moshe Rothschid
Meir Dov Schron
Avi Schultz
Dovid Schwartz
Daniel Shemtob
Eliezer Travis
Menashe Uhr
Eli Wolf
Binyomin Yiffi
Yehuda Zazulia
Heshy Klein

July 17

will still be on his off day, ha, ha, and when he is back he will be manning the grill-it really was
good
will still be bribing Rabbi F. with a steak it was worth it Rabbi wasn t it? 37 oz. And will become
the official umpire of Camp Agudah. Sorry Pesach Herbstman.
will get something spilled on him
will be a mummy
will be a Rebbe in Chaim Berlin
will still be Sam
will become a millionaire from can deposits
will win Colorwar
will eat more than Jack
will spill something on Shlomo
will have hideous bed bugs
will still be the only camper to say Thank You
will be known as Reb YoYo
will wash off the dirt
will still be chilled
will be here both halves
will speak a gooder English
will produce the new Matizyahu CD
will still be the bunk M.V.P.
will still be in bed
will be the last Yeke standing
will be head lifeguard in Camp Agudah
will finally figure out the schedule
will throw Horowitz s stuff into the lake
will be best in bunk
will still be in Camp Agudah
will be a Ruach Country boy
will still be the only Met fan in the bunk
will get out of bed
will be playing off the steps
will come dressed appropriately to learning and Davening

OAR DAY 1
Comedy skits are performed that night.
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Last Will And Testament
CC - Lebovits Yitzchok
JC - Schwadel Zvi

to get a rotator who shows up, to have another great bunk next summer
(Vhamaivin Yavin)
not to have been on the staff baseball team to begin with and $20

Eliyahu Abisror
Yaakov Yosef Bilus
Yissocher Dov Charloff
Avi Feivelson
`
Chaim Ickovitz
Yosef Tzvi Indig
Chaim Dovid Jacobowitz
Simcha Zelig Katz
Pinchos Kraut
Avraham Lankry
Sholom Ezra Levinson
Dovid Lieber
Moshe Mayer
Binyomin Munk
Menachem Moshe Neumann
Meir Amram Rosenstock
Eli Roth
Efrayim Rupp
Avrohom Chaim Rynderman
Eliyahu Shereshevsky
Yoel Sontag
Yisroel Zev Stern
Arye Stern
Eli Tepfer
Levi Tepper
Avrohom Chaim Thurm
Efriam Weiss

to have to wait on line for doubles with Avi Feivelson
to have a bunk that lets him sleep at night
to catch every moth, spider, frog, etc. to have ever graced the land of Agudah
to be with the bunk more often
a life supply of iced tea
see Efraim Weiss
censored
to be able to stand while Davening
to finally be able to use Yitzy s phone
to actually use his pull in the kitchen
to miss a Cocoa club and Chevra Mavir Sedra
2nd trip with Yoel Sontag and his chair
not to have missed the first 3 days of 2nd trip and to have gotten his fan earlier
to go to Camp Munk with his cousin
to be the official spokesman for !Under-Armor"
to be the world champion of Diablo and to be a stand up comedian
to still have enough drinks to supply the bunk
to go to Chevra Ma avir Sedra
a swimming pool in his backyard so he can go whenever he wants
vault and his missing Tefilla Dollars
to finish Shas in Camp Agudah with Dovid
ask Rabbi Abie Neiman (BIB)
to keep the water and play fights to a minimum
to score less than 1 hat-trick per hockey game & to use sneakers while playing
to have been in Yitzy and Tzvi s bunk a whole summer
to know what lineup is
see Yosef Tzvi Indig

July 18

OAR DAY 2
Grand Plays and scores the winner was Orange!!
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Last Will And Testament
CC - Pesach Herby! Herbstman
JC - Avrumi Ernie with a "y#! Ehrenreich

Dr. Browns, Machshavos and Chaim Yisroel and to be crazy. Thanks for the good time.
10 "o clock Shacharis, to spend more time with the bunk (sorry) and to be lazy

Moshe Bornstein
Yoni Eisenbach
Shmuly Frankel
Moshe Friedman
Boruch Ber Gewirtzman
Yaakov Hillel Goodman

meeeeat at three in the morning. Keep chillin#
an unlimited supply of PowerAde
for Shoprite to sell sunchips and to schmooze. You are awesome.
to stay in Bunk Yud
an abrev (I am not writing Jete$) t-shirt to have a certain personality!
to juggle fire

Aryeh Leib Greenwald

an umbrella, quiche, sauerkraut with an Itzikadoozie, a heartwarming spirit w/ uplifting words &
to K.I.T. Rock On

Moshe Greenwald
Shmuel Grunhut
Eli Horovitz
Binyomin Kahan
Shimie Katz
Yakov Klein
Shuey Krasnow
Yehuda Lieberman
Binyomin Presser 1
Moshe Pretter
Yaakov Rand
Eliezer Roth
Naftoli Tzvi Shapiro
Shlomo Simonovsky
Avi Stern
Eli Sutton
Mordechai Wein
Zev Ahron Weiss

a secretary for all of your fan mail
to win the sports package
not to leave camp early
to be a Chazzan and to get up 1 hour before Revile
crummy$on the wall and a stronger left jab for the KO stop making me laugh. HA! HA! HA!
to finally beat the chess dude (gotcha!)
to sing on the mike, a Yankees cap and to be the greatest camper ever
to follow his brother#s footsteps to Brisk
to be an exhibit at Ripleys Believe-It-Or-Nott. You were great!
to sing Kol Hamispalel for the whole camp
more YMS funding caps (I hope I got the right letters)
a scavenger hunk (ask Kizzy) and unlimited extended curfew
to lose a game (it#s hard to be so good) a tip for Yaakov Taub and surf bikes
a solo in generation M (or whatever that choir is called)
to stay 2nd half
techina and Gameboy
a real birzzzzday party-keep smillin#
for Phyllis not to find out about those 10 franks (you shouldn#t leave) crocks, a new cap & to schmooze.
You da man!
to learn more Mishnayos
to have the best bunk in the mountains and VV
bowl$ water$bucket bowl$ water$bucket bowl$ water$bucket
in his own Geshmake, Feste , Loud way!
a ride to Woodbury
to learn how to ump
your own phone and more cans of Sprite

Pinny Faska
Yitzy Lebo
Meir Papa
Shloimy Leshkowits
Goalie Rand
Yaakov Taub
Moishe Riesman

July 19

Basketball vs. Romimu
Agudah comes out with a brilliant victory
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Author of
CC - Eli Golding
JC - Eli Fogel

The Birthday That Wasn t
Journey From the Center of the Woods

Tzvi Bald
Zalmy Eckstein
Gedalia Frenkel
Yossi Gold
Aryeh Leib Gold
Yehuda Gold
Dovid Shimon Greenberger
Chaim Handler
Velvy Katz
Eliezer Meisels
Yitzchok Messner
Dovid Yaakov Michaeli
Nachy Monoker
Heshy Neiman
Shamshon B. Pinter
Yehuda Leib Stefansky
Yisroel Ungar

Why My Uncle Didn t Put Me in the Choir
If I Were a Tefilla Dollar Millionaire
Going With Frank
Finding Gold Vol. 1
Finding Gold Vol. 2
Finding Gold Vol. 3
Digital Cameras for Dummies
Tapping the Rockies
Lights out ! How to Fall Asleep in a Racket
Lineup ! The View from the Pillow
How to Get Dressed and To Lineup in Less Than 30 Seconds
DJ with DJ
Around the Rules in Eighty Ways
The 72 How Checkmate
The Call of the Riled
Must Not Be Proud
The Devils Shtick s

July 20

Last Thursday of first trip is graced by a grill out
for supper which was immensely enjoyed by all.
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That Will Be The Day When
CC - Mordechai Lichtenfeld
JC - Shlomo Moshe Fixler

will be Gabai Rishon
will hop on his left foot even though it is more effort

Tzvi Feifer
Yisroel Gelber
Aryeh Leib Gifter
Shmuel Eli Greisman
Sasson Avrohom Gross
Yedidya Kaplan
Yochanan Levi
Aryeh Leib Loebenstein
Ari Meisels
Meir Merzel
Moshe Nockenofsky
Michoel Polishek
Yosef Meir Schneck
Yisroel Sendrovitz
Avrumi Sitorsky
Benjamin Stimmel
Dovid Willner
Eliezer Witty
Mordechai Yoffe

will be up past curfew
changes his shirt
goes to leagues
will stop learning Mishnayos
will become a Met fan
doesn t go to sleep in his pants
quits his singing
takes off his white shirt
speaks to his counselor in Hebrew
doesn t come up with a shidduch
gets his own private cubicle
will stay for a full summer
will be a Chalerya and a 1/2
gets an I-Pod
will stop playing PSP
doesn t wear his cap
will wear a pink tie
gets rid of his baby face
gets rid of his dimple

July 21

Chevra Mavir Sedra is in full swing as there are guest
speakers every week that speak to all those who attend.
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Bunk Yud Ches IS The Best Bunk In Camp Because
CC - Moti Edelstein
JC Gershy Skolnik

is the best counselor in Camp Agudah history
chose Agudah instead of Silver Lake. Thank You!

Yosef Basch
is weirder than Gedalya Wielgus. Good One!
Yossi Beinhorn
is the funniest and most popular guy in camp
Yaakov Bressler
sleeps with his feet out of the window and eats honey
Avraimy Fabber
doesn!t know English. Everyone loves Fabbuh Babbuh!
Ephraim Felsinger
loves to eat moss off of the Ozone Layer
Chaim Fogel
has a six pack keep dreaming
Shmuel Dovid Grossman
had such a great counselor. Have a great year!
Avrohom Natan Gurwitz
always makes the championship in leagues
Aexander Herbstman
was called Alexander, not Herby
Binyamin Karfiol
uses his pull and censored
Yerucham Klein
always smiles when I tell him to
Yaakov Lax
is a Yeshivishe party pooper. Put on a shirt!
Ariel Lewis
never does anything wrong
Yisroel Moshe Lewis
was in the bunk for ¾ of the summer
Yisroel Miara
is in the bunk
Reuven Pearl
was Bar Mizvah & gave out lots of food (and then threw it all up)
Sokol Eliyahu
is so kool
Ezriel Srebro
has pull with the nurse. We get all the Band-Aids that we want.
Dovid Weiss
makes such great iced coffee. Get me the recipe from your grandma.
Yeshaya Zweibel
tried to recruit people for Mechina
Shmully Hirsch and Aron Hoberman we missed you!!

July 22

Shabbos Parshas Matos-Mas ei The Shabbos Gadol is
R Yitzchok Sorotzkin Rosh Yeshiva Of Mesivta Of Lakewood
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In The Summer Of 06 We Found Out That!
CC

Reb Elya Kaufman

is still a great guy, wants another year in Y.T.T. was Zoche to have the best bunk
in Camp Agudah history and is Yisroel Meir!s normal brother

Dovid Akerman
Zevi Arem
Moshe Bressler
Avrohom Dovid Emert
Avremi Feigelstein
Shmuel Freund
Yaakov Yitzchok Gelbfish
Shloimy Gluck
Zvi Greenspan
Chaim Mordechai Gross
Yisroel Herman
Moshe Kraut
Yitzchak Lubin
Yisroel Mayer
Pesach Miller
Yaakov Perl
Shlomo Baruch Pollak
Aharon Reisman
Moishe Salzman
Ari Shapiro
Eli Shonbrun
Aharon Stern
Menachem Yechiel Szlafrok

July 23

has the best mega-phone on the market (thanks for lending it)
will do anything to beat R! Elya in a baseball game
is still crazy
realized how "Geshmake# Bunk Yud Tes is so he came running over (and is still
doing Sudoko)
really likes danishes
really knows how to make a Bar-Mitzvah
has an older brother who came home for the summer$why??
the first %Heimishe to realize that Agudah is better than Rayim & even Camp
London
is a great guy with even greater older brothers
really wanted to stay in Agudah for a whole summer with his awesome counselor
lost his jacket for Davening & probably puts his sneakers in middle of his living
room
wants to authorize a book called "Sleepless Nights#
there!s always a bed available in camp for a great camper. Thanks for 2nd trip
is a relative to %Zev!
is "the man behind the scenes# at the survival course
has his name mentioned in the dining room at almost every meal
actually tipped his counselor in real money in exchange for Tefilla dollars
is someone that all of the Brooklyn Yeshivas are running after
has an awesome voice and is the only camper with air-conditioning
is the best Chavrusa (thanks so much for all the learning) & didn!t get box seats in
the raceway
is always trying to win the World Series $.in $ Achim!
has a different handshake depending on who you are
is the first %Gerer! to give out "Sheerayim! by snacks and to go to Y.T.T.

Last full day of first trip. Awards are given in the
Shul for best in Davening, Learning and bunk
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Sweet Sweet Memories
CC - Yisroel Meir Kaufman

the wrong gym door

Yehuda Appelbaum
Binyomin Axelrod
Mordechai Dovid Berman
Yisroel Zev Borchardt
Moshe Meir Brown
Shloimy Dahan
Eli Feinstein
Moishy Fine
Eliezer Frischman
Shmuel Gottlieb
Aryeh Leib Hellman
Yitzchok Hoffman
Eliezer Illes
Avrohom Yitzchok Karmel
Doniel Lamm
Michoel Mermelstein
Zevi Neuman
Shmuel Pollack
Yakov Roth
Chaim Mayer Wald
Shmuel Wolff

Dora Golding
Yisroel Meir
day camp
Borch
Camp Simcha
Sefardi, Isreali, Yerushalmi
Reb Moshe, Reb Reuvain, Ref Eli
B noseinu
not related
Mazel Tov! May you have many more Bar-Mitzvahs in camp.
meals in Agudah
Kaufman s again?!
starving
Toldos Avrohom Yitzchok
Lamm chops
Torahs Chaim
mustard
Wolff s !Kulos
line up
Veretsky
Pollack s !Chumros

July 24

Amid many tears and sniffles, first trip campers go
home to a boring and dreary second half.
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Will Publish His Book Entitled

CC - Wielgus Gedalya
JC - Yitzy Lieberman

Why I was worthy of getting the greatest bunk two years in a row!
A Most Daring Move, Wearing A Polo Shirt on Visiting Day!

Shloimy Berger
Elisha Bernstein
Nisson Mordechai Bohensky
Yochanan Meir Friedman
Mendy Goldberg
Yochanan Karman
Mordechai Lutz
Avrohom Nosson Neuberger
Dovid Ordentlich
Yaakov Rosenberg
Aaron Schilit
Motti Shor
Sruly Zagelbaum
Dovid Zagelbaum
Reuvain Weinreb
Motti Edelstein
Eli Golding
Alty Pearl
Tank
Hobey
Shmully Hirsch
Zak
Heshy Klein
Chesky Rosenberg

The counselor underworld!
The Night I Slept Six Hours!
101 Things To Bring To The Shabbos Table!
My 14 seats In Shul, Not Including The See-Saw!
How I Made Millions In Monopoly Money In Poker!
My Father, The Hatzalah Man!
How To Pitch A No-Hitter And Lose, 5 Times!
Yitzy Is The Best, Gedalya Is The Worst!
My Obsession With Lipa Schmeltzer!
How I Find Out All The "Hoch#!
Switching bunks in 96 hours!
I Slept Through A Tornado!
Being The Kid With The Coolest Pajamas!
Pajamas?! What?!!
How I Ditched Gedalya On Every Off Day!
Where Are All Of My Pretzels!
I Wanna Go To The Mir!
Why Can#t I Be In The Cool Dira!
How I Lost 150 lbs. In 7 Weeks!
Pretending I Had Fun In St. Louis!
How To Feel At Home In A Retarded Camp!
The Year I Finished The Yearbook On The 2nd Day Of camp!
Pretending That I Don#t Like My Chant!
How To Be In A Bunk Without A Counselor! (just kidding Reuvain)

July 25

Amid many smiles and cheers, second trip campers
come home to an exciting and fun filled second half.
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In 20 Years From Now
CC - Shimshy Brecher

will lose more weight sweating during Zemiros

Moshe Baum
Yoel Becher
Daniel Cantor
Osher Chechik
Binyomin Yehuda Dobkin
Eliyahu M. Fishbane
Yisroel Fontek
Yonatan Freidland
Shlomo Golombek
Simcha Greenman
Nesanel Hofman

will become head counselor and abolish lights out (like why not)
will be the 1st one by cleanup
will become a nighttime Chazzan
will switch seats during Davening
will have the floor as his laundry bag
will become an exterminator
will have a leather chair as his seat for Davening
will still be chilin, How ya doin!"#
will show off his voice during Zemiros
will wear sneakers
will realize that canteen cards are based on American currency, not Canadian.
Don!t lose it.
will wear gloves while climbing the high ropes
will wake up after Reveille
will sell Dougies in the Camp Agudah canteen
will spend more time with his cousin, Motti Shore
will hire someone to pick up his clothing for him and then drop it back down
will stay for the 2nd half
will have no more pockets to put all of his Tefilla dollars in
will be the 1st one to lineup
will have more laundry than clothing (even though it is only the 1st day)
will take a shower at the Masmidim showers and come back clean
will start a late night shmoozers club
will play Gameboy, PSP, Nintendo DS and read a book, all at the same time
will go to Chevra Ma!avir Sedra
will still ask me to put them in my bunk article

Zev Meir Klein
Avrumi Levy
Yonason Markowitz
Raffi Nathan
Moti Neumann
Eli Ribowsky
Efraim Rudin
Dovid Simcha Schoenberg
Boruch Schwartz
Leiby Soskin
Aaron Stern
Shlomo Tessler
Ariel Zaghi
Shlomo Tepper and Hillel Weinreb

July 26

Rosh Chodesh Av and the Nine Days! begin
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In 20 Years From Now
CC Heshy Klein

will still be thanking all of the moths for flying around him and not into him

Zevy Arem
Sruli Batalion
Avrohom Dovid Emert
Menachem Frager
Yochanon Hager
Yisroel Herman
Reuven Horowitz
Avrohom Yaakov Kohn
Dovy Lansberg
Yitzy Lazar
Eliyahu Levine
Lieby Liberman
Moti Lowinger
Michoel Mermelstein
Pesach Miller
Yakov Perl
Yisroel Boruch Perlow
Lipa Perlow
Naftali Pilchick
Yitzchok Roth
Menachem Sclafrok
Yisroel Zev Silber
Aron Stern
Shlomo Tepper

will still be by the meal
will be the #1 initial Basketball player in the world
will stop leaning on people
will be captain of the Major League Flypaper Team
will win a Gold Medal by the 2026 Olympics
will still be a ladybug or a puppy
will be the Star Center of the Rangers
will run an advice column on how to pull pranks without getting caught
will still be trying to force himself to lineup
will get soup on Shabbos
will admit that the Yankees are better
will eat food after a fast instead of people
will still be the real "Best in Bunk#
will be the manager of "Harry$s Coffee Shop#
will still be going for morning coffee with Manny
will learn a Seder with Heshy once a month
will be president of the %Anti-Leshonos$ movement
will be more famous than "the other Lipa#
will be the voice of the Yankees
will still not be sure who his counselor is
Sazzlefrok, sick kids, fatso, etc.
will have 400,000 Tefilla Dollars and will finish the High Ropes
will be the star soloist of the basketball choir
will be the Yankee$s Hitting Coach and the Ranger$s hitting coach

July 27

First Thursday of second trip when all counselors
enjoyed their first Cholent samples of the half
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When I Was Off
CC - Alty Pearl

missed his wacky bunk

Kalman Brecher
Yossi Dachs
Moshe Yosef Fruchthandler
Yaakov Ahron Fruchthandler

probably just kept on yakking and having a great time
probably ran off grounds with Avi Taub to get the spray paint
probably stayed in the Bais Medrash until lunch
probably played his Casio while laughing his head off, on the way to the shower at
12 AM
probably hooked himself with Mets tickets & picked up his packages from his
buddies in the office
probably found someone else s neck to pull until I came back
probably played through the night in the ranch and finished Berachos
probably got up on the bench and yelled his head off!
probably stayed in PJs and switched to the Far Rockaway bunk
probably got dressed in his full army gear, ran off to the ropes, lake, etc. and
chilled of course! (Was not bored)
probably hung out with Zevi, then got lazy and read in bed the rest of the day
probably ran around the younger hill 12 times, then booked out to the canteen and
of course got the last word
probably came to all activities and to all meals and Shechted a sheep w/ R Belsky
probably begged the Rabbi a few more time to get into his Shabbos story
probably gave the final activity to Gershy
probably canceled another BBQ
probably wasn t there
probably took over my chant
probably did not miss his bunk
probably wore a shirt
probably wore socks

Kasriel Gewirtzman
Yehuda Zev Hunger
Binyomin Kahan
Shmuel Simcha Perlow
Nachum Tzvi Rekant
Zevi Schwab
Yehuda Schwartz
Yosef Snyder
Aharon S.Yanofsky
Dani
Moti
Gedalya
Eli
Heshy
Shimshy
Reuvain
Max

July 28

Opening day for leagues of all ages young and old alike, and
there is beautiful weather helping things proceed smoothly
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(not even Mendy Silberberg who knows everything)

Knows Why

Ruach

Nobody,

CC - Shully Lichtman

has to write a line for himself in his own yearbook article

Yaakov Yitzchak Birnbaum
Menachem Garfinkel

got a haircut
never got me Chop-A-Nosh & why he had a craving for choc. milk at
3AM
always has his shirt tucked in
didn t get me a souvenir from the west coast
doesn t wear a hat on Shabbos
is called !Layaz" more than me
never davens with the bunk on Shabbos
bothers to wear a harness when he does the ropes
doesn t play Backgammon with Sherlock Holmes
can t grill in a gazebo
isn t named Strum or Astro
brother is scared of me
can t be on a good league team
wins Colorwar
doesn t go to Ohr Shraga or Silver Lake (or Richter s Island)
wants to be in my article so badly
aren t writing their own bunk articles
Goes to Chevra Ma avir Sedra
never went to Rockbar
drives like a madman
puts Goldbond on his hands?! before the games
never paid me back the 18 he owes me
thinks that I m the tan-man
knows everything
thinks he can play 2nd base
learned so Shtark with me and why he wanted 4 lines in this yearbook
can t get himself a multiyear contract
and I got separated at birth

Avrohom Shlomo Gayer
Yehuda Gottlieb
Yehuda Leib Jacobowitz
Yaakov Meir Kirschner
Moishe Lundner
Mordechai Perkowski
Moshe Ribowsky
Yisroel Meir Schoenbrun
Yisroel Mordechai Schoenbrun
Moshe Vinitsky s
Shamai Whitman
Aryeh Wielgus
Mechina
Every Ninth Grader
Teps, Tank, Hillel and Pinny
Aaron
Aaron and The Roov
Yankel !The Barfman" Duetcher
Mutty
Herby
Naftali
Mendy
Counselor Wielgus
Camper Weinreb
Heshy Klein
My twin brother Alti

Picture Coming Soon
(As Soon As The Whole Bunk Gets There)

July 29

Reb Avrohom Yurkansky, Rosh Chaburah In Beth Medrash
Govoah in Lakewood NJ is The Shabbos Gadol
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I Would Be A Millionaire If I Got A Dollar Every
Time
CC - Mendy Silberberg

signed out

Aryeh Brecher
Shlomo Zvi Flamer
Tani Goldbaum
Chesky Goldschmidt
Eli Gray
Shloimie Hirsch
Uziel Kalman Katlowitz
Binyamin Klein
Eliyahu Lankry
Avraham Yeshaya Levenshteyn
Moishy Lichtman
Akiva Perl
Nechemia Polansky
Moishie Schiff
Moshe Shulman
Avigdor Weiss
Shauly Krausz
Abba Karfiol

bothered Kivi
showed up to a bunk game
sang Nechemia, - Nechemia Polanski
swallowed a bullfrog
see Hirsch
censored
said Hallo!
learned a Mishna
felt bad for what he did
ate a pumpkin
asked to go to Kaminitz
fell asleep during Davening
sang !Ay YAY YAY Tani Goldbaum"
read a book
swallowed a fly
made you-know-who laugh at the !Carnival" booth
said !it#s a long story"
said !No, I am not your JC"

Dear Bunk Chof Vov,
Thanks for making this summer the greatest of my life. Please keep in touch.
Mendy
July 30

Payday #1
Cars are finally cleaned from the non-rainy summer.
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Last Will And Testament
CC - Elozer Bronstein

RAG general and a longer bunk article and nicer garbage cans

Moshe Bloom
Shlomo Bloom
Yehoshua Braun
Yonasan Gili Dobkin
Shloimie Drazin
Gedalia Ebstein
Moishe Fonfeder
Moshe Ginzberg
Aryeh Leib Gross
Nesanel Halbertal
Shlomo Kohanghadosh
Ari Krasnow
Simcha Lieberman
Shime Milstein
Shmuel Scheiner
Ephraim Skolnik
Avi Spiegel
Uri Shraga Steinberg
Yossi Tepfer

to win Colorwar
to go to Chevra Ma avir Sedra
a peach
to sleep until 3 AM
big shoes
a can of deodorant
to lick home plate
a large seltzer slush
to have a normal winter
a red bench
see Goldberg
not to have to play leagues on Tuesday
a normal last name
see a door
to have a line that makes sense
to eat 6 slices of pizza in one bite
random lines
a Lamborghini
to swallow a bullfrog

July 31

Payday #2 Great prizes are auctioned to the whole camp.
Thank You Alty and Moti for a great Pay-day
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If Wishes Would Come True
CC - Aaron Shleifstein

would be general

Dovid Simcha Friedman

would cheer his favorite team (the Mets of course) into a world championship,
get one win and Cosmo s short wave radio
would combine Detroit Jerusalem Pizza with Bobbies bakery on 16th Avenue
would have been in the! will make weekly yeshiva reunions throughout the
year and Osama Bin Goldstein
would have had 23 kids in our bunk and been on Youth Corps
would have the"weigh-in" more than once a week and would get another piece
of Double Bubble
would find that nose piece again, have taken Short Line instead, and Shloimy,
Shimmy and Shmuly
would say everyone s name twice when he speaks to them, my cubicle for his
clothes and my fan (permanently)
would stop ripping his pants and get more Techno music
would get the first three days back and Sholom s wallet
would have more Cholent to give out and sole possession of the JC bench
would finally understand what an infirmary is for, go kangaroo!
would slap hands with Reb Matisyahu, pom-poms to cheerlead his league team
and his injured rating (0)
would have more Payday $
would stop beating up everyone in camp, would have Rabbi Trenk come every
Motzei Shabbos and the Steff room (JS)
would have said no to Rayim first half and admit that his old glasses a re nicer
than his new ones
would have eaten the #Right" way the whole summer, my bench and Mr.
Broadway again

Yehuda Leib Gold
Dovi Goldstein
Elisha Gottdiener
Shloimy Hoberman
Simcha Hochman
Asher Simcha Kerstein
Heshy Kroizer
Naftoly Lerner
Dovid Tzvi Lutz
Yisroel Meir Reich
Tzvi Rudinsky
Mordechai Rupp
Yaakov Stefansky
Shulem Weinreich
Tzvi Zazulia

Aug 1

Day 1 of the heat wave.
Showers were ordered to be taken by every person in camp.
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Ruach

Bunk Chof TEs

Country

Last Will and Testament
CC - Naftoli Stern

two halves and better friends editing

Moshe Aaron Gershenfeld
Moishe Greenspan
Pinchas Kornbluth
Moshe Gershon Kramer

a Chavrusa
to win a league game
to beat Rabbi Halbertal s record
to have a talk show named !Cosmo and Steve", and to bench
more often
to be the world s best break-dancer
shorter meals
a normal mattress
to put the fridge in the back of the bunk
to be like Binsky and a squishy pillow (sorry)
to beat his hot pepper record
for his Chavrusa to show up every once in a while
to legalize cross checking
more racist jokes
more bakery goods for Kizzy
to forever be known as Peter
longer speeches in his sleep
to have a real bunk
more rust buckets

Israel Manasha Landau
Tzvi Neiman
Shragi Obermeister
Shabsai Palley
Shmuel Perlow
Dovi Pinter
Aryeh Y.Pinter
Yehuda Yeeshai Rosenstock
Eliezer Yehuda Schron
Tzvi Yaakov Shapiro
Shmuel Chaim Soroka
Shalom Weiss
Yossi Kurant
Zevi Kizzy

Aug 2

Erev Tisha B Av
Rabbi Kaufman speaks before Ma ariv
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Bunk Lamed

Country

Life in Camp Is Random Because
CC - Aaron Zev Herbstman

is the most random Bootleg winging counselor ever. Hope you guys have Verizon

Eliyohu Basch
Chaim Eisner
Naftali Gelb

Baschyca! will be looking for a Brewers cap in a luxury suite I think the Mets just got a new cap
king teddy please wave to the crowd during a performance of your band
is sleeping in front of a mirror and reading a Star Wars book which we will never understand
anyway
Reuben Chef! will be harmonizing Rabos with his counselor at lunch during Payday, put on
some garb (thanks for the socks)
is giving out freeze-pops by his bungalow shower while giving out food on Shabbos
Tony! will be dreaming about the BBQ in Niagara while the border guard is trying to wake him
up, where"s your birth certificate, make your bed
opening a branch of the Monsey Mafia in Flatbush. Stick a hockey stick in his hand and we are no
longer recorded coasting the Gold Pants
is making a BBQ on visiting day in The Hights because he just got thrown out again
I don"t hear you in section 104, It burns!, you missed the bus to Bay-Kayta, thanks for the pre
Shacharis Seder
is still hearing happy birthday in January on his Palm Pilot, with his tissues and giving out his
cups
makes a mean cold cut sandwich on Shabbos has a great glove and is still waiting for his I-Pod
is not a time waster because he is about to get shot for doing laundry by the Guest House and he
plays 3rd base
it is now 10:20 Yossi just grew another inch stop beating me up take a head count with bone
sauce
job is not on the line sorry about the first half Best In Bunk great job in Lifeguarding the high
rollers have to slap down the bones for pizza it smells like a new GAP shirt
loves Long Beach so much then he went to Horim for Shabbos and he plays backup center
wishes we would play Rayim Mesivta the first half so badly
stayed for the whole summer or most of it and then brought back enough water for the hurricane
victims
is pounding the Night Kollel and he really loves those hot dogs with sauce. You Rock!
wishes he was in Mechina 1st half. Not!

Reuven Goldbaum
Yosef Joselit
Menachem Kalish
Gedalia Kessner
Chaim Yaakov Koff
Yitzchok Z.Miller
Avi Neumann
Yehoshua Olshwang
Nosson Pfeffer
Yossie Pollak
Boruch Shapiro
Naftoli Simon
Yacov Sprecher
Eli Stein
Yehoshua Stern
Chezky Yavne

Dear Bunk Lamed,
Thanks for giving me the greatest summer ever. Keep in touch. You don"t have to call from a Verizon phone. You guys are the
greatest bunk ever. See you in Yerushalayim! Don"t forget to write. Just kidding
Aaron Zev

Aug 3

Tisha B av

9 Av

Bunk Lamed Aleph

Ruach

Country

In General Continued. Thank you for
CC - Lebovitz Mutty

being one of the boys, and for never giving too much attention to the older guys

Yaakov Yitzchok Blobstein

your Gold Bond (Zoom Flume), for being Gabai Chamishi and for taking the best seat
on the way to Toronto
being the best Bentcher collector ever, and for being the only one to clear the fence
always letting me know when I am in a good mood, and for finally realizing that it is a
lot hotter after 120
trying to be quieter 2nd half and for the cap
staying up late just for the sake of staying up, and for giving us an up-close golf lesson
giving us more room by the Shabbos table and for reminding us of the days of the
week, Saturday through . (apparently)
inviting me to your late night BBQ at TRT & 4 making sure that the fridge was always
chilled
always making sure that everyone got up at 3:45 in the morning and for giving us a
clinic on how to make beds by cleanup
never being tired, for poundage of that NC cap and Heavy age on the orange
leading the league in technicals and for night Seder
thinking the !Irv" is still the coolest place
being so random with your ketchup, bathroom business (office) and #A$ undershirt
streak
being Geshmake by Zemiros and for playing on the 8th grade team
for making Lifeguarding your top priority
trying to convince us that hockey is a real sport and for never wanting to stay by meals
making the bunk"s Mishnayos total, respectable
letting everyone know your feelings for camp
being the most Bootlegged guy in camp-15,000 on Payday & for rating me a 10
being a pushover for not letting me buy Smirnoff-I"m still coach of the year
for the non-stop food on the Toronto trip and for always keeping the bunk entertained
the steaks you promised

Eliezer Dusowitz
Abba Florans
Yaakov Yisroel Katlowitz
Sruly Kraut
Yitzchok Leffel
Eli Lichtenstein
Tzvi Loewi
Sheya Lundner
Hersh Shimshon Nierenberg
Heshy Schwartz
Menachem Tepper
Moshe Wax
Eliezer Werner
Asher Anshel Witty
Naftoli Yoffe
Noson Zuber
Avi Schilit
Yaakov Duetcher
Rabbi Wolf
Rabbi Karfiol

Aug 4

Blueberries for lunch with Sourcream on the side and
potatoes for dessert.
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Bunk Lamed BAIS

Country

Last Will And Testament
Meshulem Z Brandwein.
D'niel Ezra Cohen
Eliyahu Noach Compton
every day
Eliyahu Kamenetsky
Mendy Kunstlinger
Baruch Kinderlehrer
Duvid Lax
Meir Levi
Eliyahu Mandelbaum

Aug 5

A bottle of schnaps
no more Colorwar
more cameras to take pictures and eggs
to be Head Counselor of camp
to always be in camp
to still be friends with Zeesh
to make announcements on the mike
a tub of pickled herring
a bowl of Grandma s tuna fish

Shabbos Nachamu is enhanced by a Melava Malka with Rabbi
Trenk as guest speaker followed by dancing in the gym.
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Bunk Lamed Gimmel

Country

That Will Be The Day When
CC

Yaakov Deutscher

loses a game in leagues (too late!)

A.D. Buchwald
Yecheskel Shraga Berman
Avraham Braun
Dovid Bressler
Eliezer Chopp
Shemaya Ebstein
Chaim Mordechai Edell
Aharon Fryman
Yaakov Galinsky
Avromy Gluck
Yaakov Golding
Yossi Karman
Tzvi Klein
Muttie Kohn
Dovid Levi
Chaim Lieberman
Yitze Milstein
Avraham Shmuel Nadler
Yehoshua Neumann
Yoni Pomerantz
Eliyahu Samowitz
Zevy Zryl
Yitzy Miller
Boruch Shapiro

Aug 6

misses another mountain biking activity
wakes up on time for Shacharis
sweeps the bunk and goes to bunk Lamed Aleph
misses reveille, oh wait, it happened
gets his I-Pod back
will win a league championship, and lets Sheya stay
finally gets pushed into the lake
doesn!t have catch during cleanup
loses his cool
becomes friends with the Head Staff
is the loudest kid in the bunk
eats a meal not involving a sandwich maker & when he gives Lebo the check
becomes friends with Kizzy, and is really "dead serious#
stops being so helpful
starts acting like a real $Yeke
actually eats a full meal
starts being a Met fan
really wants to play goalie
stops smiling IY!H
starts acting like a Lakewood kid
shares "some# with me
stays up for six straight hours
goes to Bay-Kayta
gets into my bunk

Visiting day trip #2
Camp Agudah is the busiest place on Upper Ferndale Road
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Bunk Lamed Daled

Country

Last Will And Testament
CC - Avi Schilit

nothing

Yaakov Abramczyk
Nachum Caplan
Gedalia Diamond
Shlomo Yehuda Feinstein
Yehuda Tzvi Fruchter
Chaim Glicher

a real Sharper Image massage chair and videos on the bus
to be in the adult choir on Bald%s next tape
not to have to stay for meals, Shabbos Zemiros and to take a culture
to give a Dvar Halacha every morning and to own Yaakov Young%s Ya%gati U%matzasi
to live in Brooklyn (or Boston)
for Izzy to be random, go to Whirlpool Jet and have a BBQ for breakfast, lunch and
supper
for his clothing to always be perfectly ironed and not to have Matisyahu on his I-Pod
to have his own sandwich maker
no cramps and not to have a Shmefers voice
to greet Zev every morning at 3:00
Mechina
to be in TV with all his #Real Friends$
for the fans to blow directly on him and to have gotten more $ for saying the Dvar
Torah
to have showers in the back of the bunk so that he wont get caught by Rabbi Wolf
quiet at night in the bunk
to be known as Mr. Chill
more M-E-A-T
not to have had to wake up and close the lights for two weeks
Eichorn and Strass
to be known as #King Of Hock$
not to be pulled and bruised by his Chavrusa

Avi Heineman
Chaim Herbstman
Moshe Hirsch
Yoinie Leshkowitz
Tzvi Liberman
Yisroel Lowenthal
Manachem Dovid Neuberger
Boruch Rosenberg
Yeshaya Rosner
Yitzchak Satt
Mutty Lebo
Yaakov Duetcher
A.Z. Herbstman
Mendy Silberberg
Goody

Aug 7

"cause everything is #Boot-Leg$

Carnival Day! Thank You Reuvain and Max.
Senior Leaguers get heavily involved!

13 Av

NEIGHBORHOOD DAY

Ruach

Neighborhood Day Songs

Country

ALL CITY

FLATBUSH

T.T.T.O. Shmelke s Niggun

T.T.T.O. Yoidi La shem Chasdoi

Nothing happened breakout
There really was no doubt
Coming five days too late
Giving Chasanim more days to
date
Waiter serving us food
Put counselors in a good mood
Baseball lights do shine
Couldn t we just play a full nine
Flatbush all the way
With General Elya K.
With Essex and K.D.
Well eat our way to victory

YBC signs on the wall
Robes too short for counselors tall
Kizzy gone cannot be found
B.P. Out of Town
Boro Park, rioting
Out Of Town boring
Flatbush got no S.U.V.
Sorry gotta leave
We ve got LeBronstein leading the
way
Kizzy time to get up and pray
Shully are you finished your Shiur
Elya your bush is flattened this year

Shully whad you think
That shirt is way to pink
LeBron put us to sleep
Where s the leader for B.P.

A.C. the Bronx got the Yanks
Five Towns doing well in the banks
Harlem boys in the hood
Together we're one big brotherhood

Bald your songs didn t work
Howie lives in trailer park
Calling home just too hard
To talk about the new kitchen
guards

Camp Agudah greatest show
Playing all night radio
Popcorn under the big top
Al Hamichya flopped

Back to high
Everybody scream Flatbush!!!
Everybody scream Flatbush!!!
Everybody scream Flatbush!!!

Kudos to: Moti Leshkowits, Gedalya
Wielgus, Mendy Silberberg, Asher Levy,
Reb Elya & Fonz

Aug 8

Camp just started yesterday
Tomorrow is visiting day
No more cars in trailer land
Is Harry P. still banned?
Back to high
Written by: Herby, LeBron, Borch, Y.M.
Feivelson and committee

Senior Leagues leaves to Toronto
as the rest of camp awaits their trip to
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BORO PARK

OUT OF TOWN

T.T.T.O. Vieeshai Yisroel (Eli Gerstner)

T.T.T.O. Avrohom Yogel

Breakout with YBC
Longest yet in history
Matisyahu not allowed in tent
So lets have it blast on our P.A. instead

Neighborhood Day summer Oh-Six
Lichtman & Kaufman either way it!s fixed
Rabbi says no way to Yitzy and Yehei
Wonder what he says to radio P.A.

Al Hamichya on the mike
Rabbi K.oufax throwing a strike
Yitzy raking in the dough
Playing Torahs Chaim is an all time low
Yes we are B.(clap)P.(clap)Boro Park
52 s Cholent (clap)lighting the spark
With general Kizzy coming so late
B.P. will win with 38
Yes we are B.(clap)P.(clap)Boro Park
52 s Cholent (clap) lighting the spark
With general Kizzy coming so late
B.P. will win with 38
General Y.M.K.
E Loser Bronstein gets his way
Shully taking off his shirt
B.P. it!s the only greatest show on earth
Yes we are B. (clap) P. (clap) Boro Park
52 s Cholent (clap) lighting the spark
With general Kizzy coming so late
B.P. will win with 38 (x2)
Kudos: Popcorn Roov, Moti, Aaron, Mordy,
D-What, D.A., Crackers and Jam, Eli G., Eli
F., The Bima, General Kizzy, Mikvah,
Munkatch, Honey Wheat Braided Twists, and
The Greatest Neighborhood On Earth

Aug 9

Seniors rock the gym, never been so loud
Yitzy giving headaches to the crowd
Parking for the staff goes up in smoke
Bring on Bay-Keyta Tashbar a joke
OUT OF TOWN just wait until tonight
With general Shully victory s in sight
Boro Park will riot in the street
Misaskim for Flatbush and A.C.
OUT OF TOWN with Alty on the mike
Elya go with Crafty on a hike
Flatbush B.P. A.C. going down
Back to back Out Of Town
Elazar awaits minutes to be had
Maybe in Bonim you!d have gotten RAG
Kizzy doesn!t show, Avi in retreat
Rabbi K. your children putting us to sleep
Darchei and A.C. you are history
Flatbush and B.P. all about money
Trying to impress your neighbors every day
Kind of odd since you don!t know their names
Back to high
Mochas Gracias: Shully, Aaron, Roov,
Moti E., Teps, A. W., Herby, Meir,
Moshe, Mendy, Yitzy Lebo, Shimon D.,
Big Bad Moish, M.V.P., Alty, Avi
Moiri, Rafi K., Bunk Chof Hey (With
Naftoli), S. G., Out Of Towners,
General Eliyahu, Ding, Dani, AB, Avi
Taub, Andre, Y.B., & Hoch

Zoom-Flume!!!
Campers return tired after a great trip. Thank You Rabbi Lichtman!
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FLATBUSH
First time in Camp Agudah history: entire camp eats under one tent.
First time in 47 years: summer begins with dining room being quiet without a whistle.
First time in 20 years: Camp Agudah brings back waiters.
First time in 13 years: the team of Flatbush blows out all other neighborhoods coming out victorious in
Neighborhood 06.
Yes, this summer was indeed a summer of !firsts" including the first time that I have to write an In-General
and I don t really know what I am doing. So please be moichel me if I forgot anyone. Unlike former
Neighborhood day judge Benny Wielgus used to say, it was an oversight.
Rabbi Lichtman and Rabbi Feivelson, the best Head Staff # thanks for giving me the opportunity to be the
general of the best neighborhood, and sorry !Reb Howie" for not giving in to you.
Shully (Pink Shirt) Lichtman, Choson LeBron and !Where is Kizzy", you guys are so awesome that had I
not been general of Flatbush, I wouldn t know which team to be on.
Menachem Feinzeig # !Fonz" your debut on CA stage was hilarious, keep us laughing, Buster!
Yisroel Meir Kaufman # take it easy now as I must !repeat" the words a famous general once wrote, !There
is nothing like having a brother like you on my team". I hope that you enjoyed your sleep the first night.
Mutty Lebovitz # you were truly the M.V.P. of the Flatbush team. Thanks a million for being there every
step of the way in your kind and easygoing way.
Osher Levy # it is simply too hard for me to properly thank a Choson, who, with so many things on his
head, came out in full force for the team of Flatbush. From the song to the volleyball to the most awesome skit, I
could not have done it without you.
Mendy Silberberg # there is nothing like having a former general helping you out. Extra thanks for
bringing me to the senior hill that night.
Gedalya Wielgus # a skit is only a skit when it has the best actors% such as Gedalya. Thanks tons, and !I m
Sorry" if we made you scream too much.
H. Weinreb, A. Salzberg, A. Horowitz, H. Neiman, M. Kohn, E. Gray, B. Klein, P. Miller, Y. Lubin and Y.
Karman # thanks for showing everyone that even though we in Flatbush are not so fancy to have swimming
pools, we are still the best swimmers and divers around.
S. Brecher, C.A. Gross, P. Herbstman, K.Y. Katlowitz, C. Rosenberg and B.Z. Schwadel # thanks for
clinching Flatbush s victory through demolishing all other neighborhoods in the volleyball match up.
Y. Battalion, M. Bressler, S. Brecher, S.G. Greenberg, C.A. Gross, S.M. Fixler, Y.M.K., Fonz, K.Y. Katlowitz, P.
Kanner, S. Meth, C. Rosenberg, P. Herbstman, B.Z. Schwadel, C. Spitzer, R. Weinreb, C. Glicher, H. Weinreb and
G. Wielgus # thanks for coaching and showing everyone that it s the Flatbush boys who truly know how to
play ball as we took on every neighborhood in the world.
D.A. Kerman # thanks for the mega-phone which kept my voice alive to scream for Flatbush.
Acharon Acharon Chaviv # to most of the campers in Camp Agudah who picked the greatest
neighborhood to be their home, you were truly the ones who made history by putting Flatbush as #1!
Remember to !Just keep screaming # Flatbush !.
P.S. I can not end this article without thanking bunk Yud Tes for being the best guys around.

General Reb Elya

Aug 10

Inter-camp games vs. Camp Torahs Chaim Tashbar
Agudah victorious at every game
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ALL CITY
!One team had 731 points," No way, that can#t be us! Last place always goes to$. !Boro Park". Phew, I was
nervous. !One team had 938 points" uh, I thought we did better than that, but$. !Out Of Town". Whew, gotta
wipe the sweat off my forehead. !Now we come to the two remaining teams, !One team had 986 points$" was
that us? Or$ !but the other team had 1134 points" could it really be?! !and the winner was Flatbush!"
Oh well, but I must give a tremendous round of applause to all of my hard working all-City constituents
for all of the energy that you put into winning the sports and races and for the effort that you showed in
learning and singing our cheer song even though there was very little time to prepare for it. Second place out
of four is definitely something to be proud of % Great Job.
To all my lieutenants on the staff if you were overlooked during neighborhood day please be moichel me %
it was an oversight
To the Pump Squad % without you, we would have won many less games. Thanks for being the glue that
held sports and races together.
Reuvain Borchardt thank you for basically being !Acting general" and allowing me to relax and take a
day off. Your !take charge !ability was huge, especially while waiting for the copy machine to wake up.
M.S. "Ribbit" Feivelson % it was great to have you jump on board. You efforts everywhere were unreal.
Suchy Fried % the banner that you put out was awesome. I realize how much cheshbon you and M.S. put in
to the final product. Thanks!
Max Weiss % to walk in from a tough loss in Monk and be hit with !You are directing the skit, and
everyone who wants to act will bother you" at 1 A.M. is not easy. To put up with my badgering all day is even
harder. But to put on the production that you did is unbelievable. I was nervous about it, but you made
everything fall in place. Unreal!
A.Z. Herby % your experience as neighborhood general was invaluable. Keeping me calm, while pressed
for the deadline for the cheer, writing half of it yourself % without you I would still be looking for the next
stanza. Thanks a lot!
To the volleyball team, R. Borchardt, Y. Feiffer, A.Z. Herby, H. Klein, A. Mayer, M. Meisner, Y. Taub, Max
Weiss % thanks for letting us get more time on the court this summer than last (and based on the amount this
summer you can imagine how much it was). We had potential % I still think we should have won .We just ran
into some rough opposition that was o a roll. Thanks for the effort!
I would like to extend a special thanks to the opposing generals: Shloimy Leshkowits and Mordechai
Yechiel Lichtenfeld for Boro Park % no wait, it was Aaron Schleifstein % no wait it was (drum roll) Kizzy (?!),
Shully (no need for a last name) for Out Of Town and Elya K. (that#s why he won) for Flatbush.
It was great working with you and thanks for turning the entire Neighborhood Day into a !Lachatz-Free"
Environment. It was wonderful to work with guys who respect the rules set down by !Yes Ben!" vihamaivin
yavin
In almost closing, I would like to thank the head staff for giving me the opportunity to be general even
though I am a (relative) new comer to camp.
Acharon Acharon Chaviv % I would like to thank H/shem for allowing me to come to this awesome place,
and for the wonderful siyatah dishmaya that I have seen ever since I landed as a refugee last summer.

General Elazar (A Choson) LeBronstein

Aug 11

Pizza sells out in the canteen
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OUT OF TOWN
Let s talk about Wendy s. You know, the restaurant. They have a slogan, !Eat Great Even Late". Well, no
offense to Mrs. Wendy, but they are not the only thing that is great even late. RUACH COUNTRY, the
greatest show on earth, had a summer that rocked !Not Shayich", and had a particularly pumping
Neighborhood Day. True, Out Of Town came in third, but being a Boro Parker myself, I kind of got used to
coming in fourth.
I d like to start by thanking the worlds greatest head staff, and in particular Avi Moiri Shlit"a, for this
monumental and tremendous opportunity.
Next, I d like to thank my fellow generals # Elazar LeBronstein, Maran Reb Elya Kaufman, and Aaron,
Moti, Mordy and The !Roov" (with a little help from someone named Kizzy) for a most !chilled out" night
activity.
Alty Pearl # is there anyone who doesn t love this guy? What can I say? You $da man. The skit kicked,
the song rocked, and you even did psych, albeit silently. We missed you in the Dira after Pesach, and we will
see you after the summer in the Mir Hakodesh. ROCK ON!
The cheer was awesome. Thanks to Shlomo Tepper, Avrumi Weinberger (who left my team), Meir Papa,
Yitzy Lebo, Alty and to all those counselors and staff not on my team # Mendy, Herby, Aaron, Roov, Moti
and Shimon Diamodstein.
The skit was hilarious thanks to E. Sperling, R. Stern, D. Stein, Shaya !Not Even Second Best" Steinfeld,
Moti !Nail Clipper" Leako and camp s newest and youngest talent, Yosef and Moshe Mizrachi. Thanks also
to Hoby (from St. Louis) and some guy named Gedalya Wollman.
We had an unbelievable volleyball team, happens to be we didn t win any games. Thanks to Moish
Sitorsky, Moish Herby, Meir Papa, Binyomin A.K.A. Brian Solomon, AB, Sruly Gray, Donny Stein, Yoel
Steinberg, Elimelech Sperling and Yitzy Lebo.
Camp re-debated the swimming races this year, thanks Rabbi Pearl for an amazing time. Sruly Gray
selflessly led the aquatic competition and participated in all the activities.
Thanks also to the following campers and staff: Yoel Steinberg, Meir Papa, Z. Spiegel, Y. Rosenstock, L.
Berg, Y. Jaraslowits, A.L. Gross and D. Lichtenstein. These fine young men beat the New Yorkers at their own
game of grabbing money. Thanks to the Dime Bagger, whoever you are.
The entrance wouldn t have been possible without my dear friends Alty Pearl AKA Narry Stenamowitz
and Aaron Schleifstein. Thanks to Max for agreeing to help as well.
Thanks to Danny Stein for arranging all of the activities and to those who took them.
Thanks to Yehuda Frischman for all of the office help.
Special thanks to two of camps most favorite counselors for all their help and emotional support #
Naftoli Stern and all the way from Arzei Habira, Mike Hoch.
Muchos Gracias to Rafi Khavis for your Russian translation.
THANKS TO THE MOST AMAZING BUNK EVER (even Mordy) for being awesome and for going for
me and singing with us.
Thanks also to the most amazing brother in camp, Moishy Lichtman.
Thanks to my Chavrusas, Camper Weinreb and Zevi Newman.
And Acharon Acharon Chaviv, thanks to the most amazing chilled out campers from the most amazing
neighborhoods outside of smelly New York- you guys rock. See you all next year in Camp Agudah
Yerushalayim, which like Ferndale is out of town. Keep the pink shirts clean.
General Shully

Aug 12

Harav Uren Reich is the Shabbos Gadol
Campers enjoy Shabbos walks in beautiful weather
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BORO PARK
The entire team of Boro Park would like to thank its general, Shlomo Chaim Kizelnik for
being so active this neighborhood day from the breakout to activities to team time to the
skits, you were all over the place. Thanks for showing the world what true Boro Parkers act
like.
Thanks to all those who took activities, E. Fogel, D. A. Katz, S. Leshkowits and Mordechai
Yechiel Lichtenfeld.
Thanks to our volleyball team who almost pulled through to win it all: Shimon
Diamondstein, Moti Edelstein, Eli Fogel, Eli Goldbaum, Eli Golding, Shloimy Leshkowits,
Mordechai Yechiel Lichtenfeld, Zevi Schwadel and Aaron Schleifstein.
Thanks to all the campers and staff who participated in the water races (practically the
whole team).
Thanks to all those who contributed to the song: Moti Edelstein, Eli Fogel, Eli Golding,
Dovid Asher Katz, Shloimy Leshkowits, Mordechai Yechiel Lichtenfeld and Aaron
Schleifstein.
Our hilarious skit was the brainstorm of some smart people back in 1994, but was
masterfully redone by Eli Golding, Aaron Schleifstein, Moti Edelstein, Shloimy Leshkowits
and !Tank".
The team of Boro Park would like to thank the Head Staff for giving the whole team the
unique opportunity of being generals for Neighborhood Day.

The Team of Boro Park

Aug 13

Government Officials declare COLORWAR in Camp Agudah
Generals Are: Y.M. Kaufman and Naftoli Stern
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ORANGE CHEER

RED CHEER

T.T.T.O. Ani Ma amin (London)

T.T.T.O. Sam chaynu

RAG OAR 2006
Howie the ventrikilest
Shmendrick not much of a Mentch
Rabbi K off the bench

Breakout OAR ! RAG no more
Shadchan Howie go watch Teletubby
Schmendrik was a hit ! censor him a bit
Rabbi didn t even throw a fit

Campers thrown out of showers
Ordering Dougies after hours
Buses to Zoom Flume don t show
Where did my I-Pod go?

Friday afternoon ! a cold shower
Rabbi Ginsburg speaks for an hour
Leagues all day ! we want trades
Kollel Erev ! dollar a day

Go! Go! Go! Orange team we re on the juice
General Zevi on the loose
Rabbi ! Mordy not his name
Red team you ve got no game
Go! Go! Go! Orange team we won the fight
Pink shirt Shully, bit too tight.
Herby is the M.V.P.
Orange to victory
Language on stage not our style
Shadchan Howie how s my smile
New reveille on P.A.
Too bad we can t hear it anyway
Motti leaking like the tent
Nights on baseball field spent
Night Kollel cheap money
Asher back to Monsey
Back to high

Going all the way ! RED!
Herby go back to bed
Orange don t have a chance
We re gonna be the ones to dance
Herby got no intro
Crushed by Mutty Lebo
M.V.P. is rocking OAR
Give him color war
Zoom-Floom again ! four per seat
No coach buses, baking in the heat
Popcorn what? I-pods banned
Moths invading our land
Back to high
Kudos: General Mutty / Mordy, Shooooly,
Asher, Aaron, Yitzy Lebo, Clean House, Pass
Card, Trailer Park, Trash and M.S.F.

Kudos: Herby, Alty, Moti E., Shloimy L.
LeBron, Bunk Tes Vov, Fat Frisch and
Tank!

Aug 14

Day #1 Colorwar
Comedy Skits were put on that night
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Country

ORANGE MARCH

RED MARCH

T.T.T.O. Al Hanisim (Miami)

T.T.T.O. Yivonim

Bais Hamikdash gleaming bright (clap)
Kohanim Ba A voida day and night (clap)
Leveeim singing Sheer (clap)Kitoires fills the air (clap)
Sanhedrin bringing forth the Torah light (clap, clap)
Then we rebelled against H/shem (clap)
Ignoring the Neveeim s reprimand (clap)
When Sinas Chenum grew(clap) our glory days were
through(clap)
Sent into Gallus from our land (clap, clap)
How we ve wondered (clap) thrown from place to
place
Inquisition (clap) Nazis and crusades
Been so long now (clap) almost 2000 years (clap)
Trail soaked with blood and tears (clap, clap)
Spirits yearning (clap) for the days of old
For our city (clap) and its house of gold
All that s missing (clap, clap) because of our sins
(clap)
Bitzaysee Meemitzrayim
Davening let this Gallus end (clap)
Showing Ahavas Chinam to a friend (clap)
Careful what we say (clap) closer every day (clap)
Soon we ll see the third one descend (clap, clap)
How we ve wondered (clap) thrown from place to
place
Inquisition (clap) Nazis and crusades
Been so long now (clap) almost 2000 years (clap)
Trail soaked with blood and tears (clap, clap)
Spirits yearning (clap) for the days of old
For our city (clap) and its house of gold
All that s missing (clap, clap) because of our sins
(clap)
Bitzaysee Meemitzrayim

Kudos: General A.Z., Der Roov, Bud L., LeBron,
A-L-T-Y, the Committee, Fix, My Little Brother,
Lil Bron, Camp Office and Acharon Acharon
Chaviv!Hakadosh Boruch Hu

Leaving Mitzrayim ! Yiden with H/shem
We were given our redemption
Klal Yisroel united as one
Na aseh Ve nishma Umroo Ki echad
Forty years of Neesim Gelooyim
Cloud protection ! food from Shomayim
All the nations trembled out of fear
Koach of H/shem was clear
Oh H/shem we plead with you
Feel the pain of every Jew
For too long we have wandered on
Yearning life Bi artzeinu
Through it all we ve marched with
pride
Am Hanivchar ! heads held high
See the love we have for you
Bim Hayruh Vi Yahmaynu
Nazis planned to wipe out Yidishkeit
Many years the Yiden lived in fright
Then H/shem showed that he is always
there
Once again we are thriving everywhere
Things look bleak in our holy land
Difficult to see H/shem s hand
Still we know that day is coming close
Reuniting with the Avos
Back to high
Kudos: Aaron, Shooooly, Yitzy Bald, General
Mutty and Asher Levy

Aug 15

Day #2 Colorwar
Grand Plays were superbly put on by both teams.
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ORANGE
I always wanted to know why it is so hard to write an in-general. I finally figured it out, and I will share the
secret with you. When you start writing it, you are wondering How am I going to fill all these pages? I have
nothing to write!! So you wrack your brain and you come up with some cheesy thank you"s! to write so you can fill
the space. But then you realize that you filled so much space, that you have no space left to give everybody who
helped space. So therefore, I will not try to fill space, but rather thank properly and get to the point.
Firstly, I want to thank the Head Staff for giving me the opportunity to lead Orange to victory in the first ever
OAR in history. A special thanks to Rabbi Kaufman and Yitzy Bald for taking care of the songs.
To Zev Zucker and Rabbi Wolf-for making my job easier and all the advice that you gave me throughout the
summer. Zev, for the late night gazebo walks with Menachem from Monsey Tours.
Rabbi Karfiol-thank you for helping me out through all my years in camp. Do you think my mother will let
me.#censored.
Reb Abie-do you remember when I was your JC? Thanks for being the voice of reason on the Head Staff.
Mutty Lebovitz-thanks for being a great neighbor, better teammate and even better opponent. Thanks for
making it easy throughout the whole OAR from the lack of coin tosses that shocked the Head Staff to races and
straight through the entire 2 days, it was just a breeze. By the way, in case anyone didn"t know that we were
generals all they had to do was walk into the GDR by breakfast. Do you think camp minds the three dollars?
Thanks a lot!
To my brother Pesach- even though you were officially on Red, you make a great spy. Your parts in the plays
and skits were amazing, the offer to help was really appreciated and I"m looking forward to seeing you in Shiur in
Elul.
To my brother Chaim-your acting was A+, you didn"t laugh even though you sat next to Yitzy. By the way,
where is my red cap, just kidding, see you home.
Alty Pearl-your talent is just amazing from the songs to the skit to the play, you were perrrrrfect. The song
leading was great, good job taking 8th grade; sorry it only lasted one half. Is Rabbi Elefant going to let you back
next year? You look great in toilet paper but seriously, thanks for the help from top to bottom.
Eliyahu Kaufman-E.K.-thanks for everything about the play, you played your part like it was the lead. The
banner speech was a classic, when are you leaving Torah Temima, who is leading the march and thanks a lot!
Shloimy Leshkowitz-Mr. Bean, the play was one for the ages, you are unbelievable, the skits and the
pantomime were hilarious, and by the way a red wooden bat is a great thing to carry around. Thanks a lot for
helping out with the march, you were great.
Avi Schilit-thanks for the ride to Romimu, taking care of the shirts while I pounded in the canteen. Thanks for
all your advice through the summer; Rabbi Friedman"s Davening is way too long, Avi, what"s the Hock, Thanks a lot!
Mendy Silberberg-the races were great and thanks for all of your help by the meeting. Thanks so much for
always being there for a great ear to chew off.
Moti Edelstein-wow! Your directing was unbelievable! I think you won an Oscar for it. I hope to see you in the
Mir this year. Good Luck. Thanks a lot for everything!
Elazar Bronstein- from the writing to the leading the marching song was amazing. Thanks a lot and Mazel Tov!
Pinny Faska-your scenery was beautiful, sorry about the spray-paint and hope you enjoyed lunch.
Asher Salzberg-wow! What a banner. Sotheby called, they didn"t know Picasso could act also. Thanks for
everything!
Eli Golding-so sorry about the play, you did a great job doing your part. Thanks for being a great team player.
By the way, you were great in the skit also.
Shimshy Brecher- without you I don"t know what we would have done. From cleanup to Torah Bowl, you gave
it your all. Thanks a million! K.I.T.

Aug 16

Grand Sing and scores!
And the winner was Blue Green!!!
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ORANGE (CONTINUED)
Donny Stein-because of you, for the first time in history, every single Senior Leaguer showed up to the Torah Bowl
and every bed in camp was made. Thanks a lot.
Heshy Klein-you make a gr8 doctor. Mt. Sinai needs a new chief . You were great in the skit & thanks 4 everything.
Asher Egert-thanks for pumping everyone up throughout OAR. It was greatly appreciated and the skit was
awesome thanks to you.
Chezky Rosenberg-due to the diligence of the activities director, all of the activities were taken by the counselors.
You are the real reason why we won. Thanks a lot.
Gedalya Wielgus-Ohr Hachayim and ToMo don t know the talent that they have. The humor is classic it s a shame
that you have to be serious in law school. Yes, law school is stiffer than ToMo. Thanks so much for everything.
Yona Kaplowitz-you make one great serious actor. In fact, you even act like a counselor. Thanks a lot for the skit.
Ernie, Sperling, Brodt, Weinberger, Gross and Rand-the psyche was unbelievable, without you we would not have
won nearly as many games. You guys have a future-keep on smiling.
B.Z. Schwadel, T. Schwadel, Fonz Jr., Winiarz, Kaplan, Halpern, Greenspan-thanks for always being there whenever
I needed anything. You guys were great. Rock On!
Fixler and Itzkowitz-cleanup and Torah Bowl were great, thanks a million!
M. Bressler, S. Meth and N. Dusowitz it could not have happened the way it did without your help. Thanks so much
for helping with activities. Greatly appreciated!
Curtis Borchardt-from the songs to the psyche, you were a tremendous asset to the team. Sorry about the voice, but I
hope it was worth it. What was All City 93?
Yanky Blobstein and Yitzy Miller-your acting was unbelievable, Hollywood is calling. Thanks for giving me a
great time the whole summer. K.I.T.
Naftoli Gelb-thanks for taking the strenuous task of the Torah Bowl. You clinched it for the team with that win!
Boruch Shapiro-your speaking part in the play was amazing. Just kidding! Thanks for winging the 39 Melachos. It
was an awesome display of mental prowess. Thanks for getting whatever I needed. Good luck in ----- Kaminits!
Yoini Leshkowitz-the acting must run in the family. It was awesome! Thanks a lot!
Teddy Eisner-King Tedres Fairbanks III thanks for winning the race and just about everything else. Sorry about the
2nd half and good luck in your band.
Eliyohu Basch Reuven Goldbaum Yosef Joselit Menachem Kalish Gedalia Kessner Chaim Yaakov Koff Avi
Neumann Yehoshua Olshwang Nosson Pfeffer Yossie Pollak Naftoli Simon Yacov Sprecher Eli Stein Yehoshua Stern
Chezky Yavne- thanks for being the greatest bunk that a counselor can ask for. You guys were awesome. Thanks for a
great summer. Thanks for putting up with me during OAR even though I was not around much. K.I.T.
Menachem Shimon Thurm!" a great chavrusah and thanks for putting up with me sleeping through so many times.
Schwebel Family "thanks so much for the Hock Are you allowed to take a shower in the nine days?
Doug-remember the 2 AM Shacharis. Just checking, sorry about the job.
Ezra-how is Munk are you working or just picking up The Times in the morning. Thanks for the rides.
Strass-we miss you man. Hope you are feeling the dog-days of summer. How is Yedidim?
Osher Levy-sorry you had to leave after 1st half. Your loss (or gain).
Yossi Kurant- thanks for the moral support.
Zak-thanks for everything.
Last but not least, the greatest campers on the face of the Earth-the Orange team. You guys truly won it for us. Hope
to see you all in Yerushalayim next year.

General Herby

Aug 17

Post Colorwar celebrations are still felt in the air as
camp gets back to regular daily routine.
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RED
Wow! What a first ever OAR. Everyone gave it their best and we all managed to have a great time even
though we lost. Usually, generals say how they have no time to write their In Generals and how late at night it is. I
am in the air conditioned Bais Medrash and I have a full hour, so here it goes.
I would firstly like to congratulate Aaron Zev Herby on being such a great opposing general in leading his
team to victory. Herby, I!m happy everything was able to work out this summer.
At the same time, I would like to thank all of the campers of the Red team for giving all of their hearts from the
sports, races, Torah Bowl and songs. We almost had it.
I now want to give a big thank you to Rabbi Kaufman and all the Head Staff for giving me the opportunity to
be general. I had a great time.
A special thank you to Rabbi Wolf and Rabbi Karfiol for always looking out for me and my bunk over the last
few years. All of your help with everything was and is greatly appreciated.
And now for the best staff team ever assembled the Red Team 2006:
First and foremost, I would like to thank my brother Yitzy not only during OAR but day in and day out. Your
willingness to do for others is unparalleled. A thanks for taking care of the activities, helping with the songs,
cleanup, skits, plays" the list is endless. You!re the man. P.S. you!re not getting Shotgun.
Shully Lichtman words can not describe how clutch you are. Actually, these can. I davened well. From Erev
OAR until the scores were announced you gave 110%, including taking care of that play from A-Z, not to mention
the great songs, activities and helping with psyche in the morning. Thanks for being a great friend. P.S. Don!t throw
up all over me.
Aaron Schleifstein one of the names you hope to see on your side of the paper is Aaron. Your dedication was
amazing and your talent even better. Those two songs you put together came out beautiful and your acting helped
the play start off with a bang! I mean, a slap! Thanks for the activities, the lights and most importantly, controlling
Shully. P.S. Thanks for the ride to Bonim. Brights!!!
Osher Levy the two sweetest words of OAR came from your mouth: $I!m Convinced%. Thanks for your
involvement and your expertise leading of the songs. Your skit was hilarious and your acting in the play was
Oscar-worthy. You gotta love those gloves from C.S.I. Mazel Tov and enjoy Eretz Yisroel.
Max Weiss you were able to put together all three skits in a matter of minutes. The bottle props by the
baseball skit seemed so real, all six of them. Your acting by the play was superb, have you ever considered going
into law. Thanks for all your help. P.S. I hope you enjoyed the Crown.
Yaakov Duetcher you came through huge getting the three senior leaguers for the Torah Bowl. But
seriously, you being there was very comforting. I hope you enjoyed your two off days. Our friendship is precious to
me.
Mordechai Yechiel Lichtenfeld and Hillel Weinreb thank you for taking care of all that had to be done for
the Torah Bowl. Your hard work paid off with a win.
Eli Goldbaum thanks for helping out with the testing.
Reuvain Weinreb thanks for overseeing cleanup and your great acting in the skit and play. Al-Quad-I"
Shlomo Tepper thanks for taking two activities and for helping out with cleanup.
Eli Fogel thanks for helping out with all aspects of OAR. From leading our huge psyche team to helping with
cleanup, acting in the skit and cheering on our racers to victory. P.S. Did that punch hurt?
Raphael Stern and Suchy Fried our banner team you sat in the back of the lodge for two days straight and
it resulted in a beautiful banner. Asher Salzberg, watch out.
Yisroel Meir Kaufman thanks for an amazing banner presentation. I told you you!re the one for the job.
Thanks for taking activities and for pumping up the team by team time.
Aug 18

Last Erev Shabbos in camp. Hatzalah Auction is held
in the Shul and Playoffs are in full swing
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RED (CONTINUED)
Nechemia Isbee ! thanks for choosing the Red team. You were great by activities, races and the play. You
made the right choice and sorry for not letting you see this earlier.
Menachem Fonz ! thanks for taking activities and your acting in the skit turned it into a great one.
Pinny Kanner - thank you for your overall involvement and for understanding.
Moishe Meisner ! thanks for the psyche, skit and offering to do anything else that I might need.
Meir Papa ! thanks for taking activities and for the start of a huge acting career. Send regards to little
AHUVA.
Yaakov Taub ! thanks for not actually switching, for taking care of activities and for being a great prosecutor.
P.S. I really won the shootout.
Sruly Gray ! I finally realized how hard props are. You did a great job leading the props team and making the
play so efficient.
Yechiel Feiffer ! you came and we got you involved. Great job acting in all areas. We missed you 2nd half.
Y. K. Katty ! you were a huge help. Thanks for the props and everything else. P.S. I got you your J.C. job.
Goody and Ari Eisenberg - thanks for taking activities and you are welcome for keeping you entertained all
summer long. And please, give me some air.
To the rest of our props/scenery team, C. Greenspan, M. Feivelson, A. Brecher, E. Gray, P. Faska, Edell Brothers,
M. Kohn, M. Pretter, M. Brodt, Y.Y. Katty, Y. Frischman, R. Horowitz, Hartman and Rosenstock.
Pinny and Chaim, that earthquake scene came out great.
And to all those who took activities and helped out in other areas, Y. Steinberg, R. David, D.A. Katz, Thurm,
Aberbach, Chanoch Glicher and Spitzer.
Avi Schilit ! thanks for all of your advice before OAR and thanks for the T-shirts in Romimu. I owe camp $1.50
for the three letters MVP. I hope you don"t mind.
Asher Salzberg ! thanks for caring even though you were on the other team.
Yehuda Frischman ! thanks for really wanting the team to win.
Thank You to my brother, Pinny, for the greatest pantomime and all of your great ideas. Thanks for the advice
and encouragement that you gave me during OAR and that you always give me. I would be nowhere without you.
I would also like to thank some campers who played a big role in OAR. To all the actors, R. Goldbaum, E.
Basch, Y. Blobstein, Y. Rosenberg, H. Nierenberg (Poppers) and M Tepper. And always remember, it"s an A-Rod
from A-Bomb.
T. Lowey ! thanks for giving us a great Howie.
A special thank you to M. Tepper, Cosmo from Ferndale for offering to help with anything that might be
needed.
A. Wielgus ! thanks for sweeping me and inviting me to your BBQ.
I would like to thank Yitzy Miller not only for being in the skit, but for being the best Chavrusa ever over the
last two years. I really enjoyed it. Give me a call if you ever want to go to Shea.
Last but not least, a big thank you to Bunk Lamed Aleph ! the best bunk that a counselor can ask for. You
guys gave me a great summer. I hope that you enjoyed it as much as I did. Never forget the Hart to Hart and the
Family. The celebration after the scores was really special and I will never forget it. Here is the list: Yanky, Abba,
Yitzy, Litch, Sheya, Sruly, Tzvi, Katty, Hersh, Teps, Moishe, Eliezer, Naftoli, and Zubs, and to our 2nd half additions
Asher and Eliezer. Have a great year and keep in touch. Thanks again to all.

General Mutty
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Last Shabbos of Summer 06
Shabbos Zemiros last way past the Z!man.
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BLUE CHEER SONG

GREEN CHEER SONG

T.T.T.O. Shene mar (Tek-Noy)

T.T.T.O. Adon Olam (Miami)

Breakout not official-Egert a good shtikel
Ninth grade Geshmake (clap) eighth joins the hock
Money from the state to build a bigger gate
Y.M.K. s shirt (clap) buried in the dirt
Bread trucks don t deliver-hire Bob the Builder
Payday a bust (clap) showers are a must
Shully on the hill- Yitzy overkill
Be Emoonusoi (clap) oy yoy yoy yoy
Go blue go go blue go we ll keep the streak alive
Green team and Kaufman you won t survive
Y.M.K. it s too late, your show is all a fake
Ask your mother for a piece of cake

Breaking ground, officials arrive
Milton Frischman s dream comes alive
Mound of dirt piled at the head
Like Zemiros, breakout was dead
Senior s Boot Camp, no job next year
Sleep in the Bais where there s cool air
Asking for doubles, the campers dread
But at least I can ask for some bread (Challah)
We are Green, and we re coming through
This is the year, green will beat blue
With Masmid general Y.M.K.
Our victory is on its way

With Shully & Herby with Aaron & the Roov
Blue team is rolling into the groove
Zip it up Naf-to-li we ll win it in !06
Rabbi Koofman this one you can t fix

Naftoli, you re finally here
To that we respond, we don t really care
We re gonna use our bag of tricks
And by the way this war is fixed

Yitzy wants Gabay-Rabbi says no way
Why don t we bentch (clap) four times a day
Driver got no keys-lost them in Dougies
Let the kids play (clap) staff can t anyway

Why no concert-we want Gabay
Much more Geshmake than carnival day
Compounce driver loses his key
Rabbi K. what s wrong with Dougies?

Bei Kei Ta No! Zev stick to Bonim
Finally Bron (clap) back to Na arim
!Masmid" Y.M.K. leaves the Z man in May
But Naftoli stays the whole way

We are Green, and we re coming through
This is the year, green will beat blue
With Masmid general Y.M.K.
Our victory is on its way

Go blue go go blue go we ll keep the streak alive
Green team and Kaufman you won t survive
Y.M.K. it s too late, your show is all a fake
Ask your mother for a piece of cake
With Shully & Herby with Aaron & the Roov
Blue team is rolling into the groove
Zip it up Naf-to-li we ll win it in !06
Rabbi Koofman this one you can t fix

Naftoli, you re finally here
To that we respond, we don t really care
We re gonna use our bag of tricks
And by the way this war is fixed
Kudos: Mutty L., LeBron, Kurants and Alty

Kudos: Roov, Shooly, Herby, Aaron, Bunk Lamed bais,
Itzik, Pops, Hochy, Naftoli, Lebo 4,

Aug 20

World Series for all ages. Awards are presented in
the Shul followed by The Grand Banquet.
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BLUE MARCH

GREEN MARCH

T.T.T.O. Ani M amin (Pirchei 7)

T.T.T.O. Ivdoo (Miami)

Throughout close to six thousand years
Sustaining many trials many fears
Never have we veered from our true Mesorah
From our Avos and our Torah

Growing up surrounded by idols
Poisonous ideals, bad role models
Yet at three he turned away
We follow in his footsteps today

Back in the years of the Inquisition
Destroying the Torah was their mission
Despite the torture we remained strong to our faith
Followed their Rabbonim to the stake

Left in the reeds as an infant
Raised in a place, most indecent
Still he emerged, to lead them free
The Torah, his destiny

Zi-Kay-Nim throughout our history
Leading us to live with Torah s light
Yes they guide us with their heart and soul
fighting for our nation s goal
To keep the Torah s flame burning bright

Koach was given to youth
To seek and uncover the truth
Turning away from the world today
We will not be led astray

Zi-Kay-Nim throughout our history
Leading us to live with Torah s light
Yes they guide us with their heart and soul
fighting for our nation s goal
To keep the Torah s flame burning bright
Then the Reform Movement came along
Claiming the Rabbonim s words were wrong
Never ever straying from our great Emunah
Of our Torah Ha kedosha
Nazis tried to implement their evil plan
To rid the Jewish people from the land
But failing to exterminate our great Rabbonim
Strengthening Emunas Chachomim
Even today in the USA

With freedom to act in any way
Still we remain connected to Mesorah
Led by the Moetzes Hatorah

Tinokos Shel Bais Raban
Using Kol Hana ar as our drum
Marching to the beat of Mesorah
Na arim, will bring the Geulah
Doing Kibud Av V aim
Respecting our Rabbeim just the same
Treating our friends the way that s right
Living, a young kid s proper life
Koach was given to youth
To seek and uncover the truth
Turning away from the world today
We will not be led astray
Tinokos Shel Bais Raban
Using Kol Hana ar as our drum
Marching to the beat of Mesorah
Na arim, will bring the Geulah

Back to High
Kudos: Korach, Powerade, Yes It Gets Done, Roov, Herbs,
Aaron, Schilip, Pops and Shooly

Aug 21

Campers board the busses after being reminded not to forget all they have
learned over the summer. Thanks to all of those who pitched in to make this
the greatest summer ever in RUACH COUNTRY
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BLUE THEME SONG

GREEN THEME SONG

T.T.T.O. Be Emoonusoi

T.T.T.O. Shema Kolainu-Hashivaynu

The cheder life-tough for him to keep
Feeling lost amidst many faces
But one Rebbi moved his soul
Cared for him while all did not
Feeling mixed emotions which confused his heart

Class was hushed as the rebbe spoke
The danger we face is not a joke
Let"s daven better and concentrate
Hashem will hear and open the gates!

Time had come-decision finally made
Akiva bid goodbye to his Jewish ways
The Christian faith he did adopt
His dismal post he forgot
Jewish laws give me nothing in return!
Throughout our years-many soaked with blood and tears
We don t lose sight as to who we know is right
Ze-Kay-Nim s cal we heed-exemplify their deeds
Out of this Gallus they will lead
In the church-rising through the ranks
He was embraced by all of its leaders
Bishop he became-Peter now his name
Satisfied overjoyed with his new fame
Late at night a knocking at the door
Opens up surprised to see his Rebbe there
The Rebbe tried to sway his mind-placing doubts within his
heart
Awakening a tiny spark deep in his soul

Yossi came home went to the shelf
I"ll do what I can, by myself!
Took his Tehillim and softly began
Hashem please help cause no-one else can!
In shamayim his voice is heard
Malachim gather his every word
The teffilah of youth so sweet and pure
Rachamim aroused once more
Decision echoes through the skies
!Tear the gezairah, heed his cries
Kol Hanaar B Asher Hoo Sham
Guarding my dear sons"
In Schem a meeting goes on
Terrorist sits plotting a bomb
Blood will flow as we prove our pointIsrael must be destroyed!!
Suicide car to reach their goal
On the way, he lost control
Off a cliff, plan blown to bitsAt the moment Yossi started

The one day the cardinal summoned him
The time has come for fro you to show your loyalty!
A crusade you will lead, slaughter every Jew you meet!
Show the world that the church is dear to you!

Back To High

Stand aside-others wonder why
Come and join the burning of this old Jew
With defiance in his eyes-jumps into soaring flames
Yells Shema! and with his Rebbe he did die

Yossi finished, closed his eyes
Felt relieved, though not sure why
Unaware of what he"d achievedLike he did it, so can we

Throughout our years-many soaked with blood and tears
We don t lose sight as to who we know is right
Ze-Kay-Nim s call we heed-exemplify their deeds
Out of this Gallus they will lead

Back to high
Kudos: Lebron, A-L-T-Y, Lebo, Li l Bro, Embers, Strife,
4:30 AM Q, Borch, Pesach Gross, His Fan Club, Rabbi
Karfiol s Good Friend, Quiche, Bunk Chof Zayin, Camp
Naarim

Ruach
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blue alma mater

green alma mater

T.T.T.O. Zochraynu (The Chevra)

T.T.T.O. Yehi Shalom (Shalsheles)

Hearing the news that fateful day
Seeing my teardrops mix with falling rain
Main building gone-camp starting late
How will I make it through the next five days

June 22nd camp in the air
Phone call comes in joy turned to fear
Thoughts racing by dashing my hopes
Ten months of dreams gone up in smoke

Pull into camp-I see the site
An empty feeling something doesn‛t seem right
Doubts fill my mind so much has changed
Unsure if RUACH COUNTRY would still be the same

I walk through the gate, look up the hill
Amazed yet dismayed, tears start to spill
Will summer ‛06 turn out to be
What I‛ve come to love-RUACH COUNTRY

Oh Agudah you‛re the only home for me
No matter what may change you‛re still the place to be
The friendships that I made-the Achdus that‛s so strong
Why can‛t you just last the whole year long

Agudah, within me, you‛ve kindled a flame
Though far away now, sparks still remain
Two months a year carry me through the dark
The Ruach, alive in my heart

As I prepare to leave a flood of memories
No words describe the feelings deep inside of me
Tears roll down from my eyes-I cannot saty goodbye
Greatest show on earth RUACH COUNTRY

Mem‛ries sustain me, I hold them so dear
Friendships enduring, keeping me near
Warmed, in the cold, I am never alone
Agudah, my country my home

Reb Meir‛s work, through the whole year
No words can thank you for your love and your care
Working so hard-three meals a day
Mrs. Lankry thank you we would all like to say

Shabbos program, how much we learned
Prizes galore, so much we‛ve earned
New Torah Shows, exciting to see
Gedolim our guide, what we should be

Carnival fun, Payday and trips
Night Kollel learning, Torah Shows a hit
Shabbos in camp, Gadol each week
Zemiros inspired by Rabbi K.‛s speech

New baseball lights-liven our nights
Camp goes all out-trips out of sight
Carnival Day-Oh so much fun
Payday was great, we all really won

Back to high

Back to high

New baseball lights-to play at night
Chizuk from Lamed Bais what a great sight
Counselors who care-Head Staff so dear
No wonder everybody comes back each year

Rabbi Schwebel-you serve us with feel
Mrs. Landry‛s wonderful meals
Giving his heart to make it come true
Our dear Meir, how can we thank you!?

Last day of camp-walk towards the gate
Almost forgotten that we started camp late
No doubts remain-my spirit soared
Can‛t wait for next year when I come back for more

Be‛ezraas h/shem, next year we‛ll see
A new dining room, the best there can be
But I‛ll never forget the tent that was here
Greatest summer, ever, this year

Back to high

Back to high
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.And the winner is BLUUUE!! Awesome. Unbelievable. Unreal. Blue, once again, keeps the streak alive. I would like to
take the time to thank all those responsible for this amazing Colorwar.
Firstly I would like to thank H/shem for giving me strength and especially during the grueling 3 days of Colorwar.
Secondly, I would like to thank the entire Head Staff for presenting me with this special opportunity. It!s
something I will never forget.
Yisroel Meir- It was great going up against someone like you. I really enjoyed it. Thank you. Hatzlacha in Eretz
Yisroel.
Our team had an unbelievable mix of campers and staff. To the campers of Blue- you guys were Colorwar. You did
everything right. You won activities, sang with all your heart, and most important of all you displayed the true Achdus of
Bnei Torah.
Avi Schilit- Simply put .you ROCK. You were there every step of the way. From the first team meeting until the
last dance (until the scores anyway). From the activities to speeches and everything in-between. Thanx
Aaron Zev Herbstman- a man with heart. It was awesome having you on the team. Your ability to instill
confidence is unmatched. Thanx for listening. Your song writing skills are amazing. Conspiracy #4 lives on.
Aaron Schleifstein- What can I say you were pretty much the heart and soul of this winning team. You had your
hand in everything. Those "classic# songs you put together will be remembered for a long time. Your organizational skills
came in clutch. Thanks for letting me see the light on conspiracy #4
Shully Lichtman- U DA MAN (pitch fork). The play kicked. I didn!t know you could act as the good guy. You put it
together amazing. Everything ran so smooth. And let!s not forget those clutch lines you kept firing out in the crunch time
by the pool, and by Masmidim (Mechina). But most important is the moral support. It really went a long way. Love ya!!
Shteig in E.Y. send regards to R! Elya B.
Shloimy Leshkowits- you didn!t stop from beginning to end Period. You put everything you had out there. The
songs kicked. Your leading kicked. I can!t remember the last Grand Sing that was this pumping. Your skit was great.
"Rumpy# you "Chassidus# is expanding. I just became a choosid.
Pinny Faska- WOW! What a guy. I don!t know how you do it. I drove you nuts the entire time yet not one word of
complaint. You did it all. Your costumes were perfect and your props amazing. Thanx for making my job so much easier. U
DA MAN!!
Shimshy Brecher and Dani Stein- Thanx for everything. You had all those kids knowing Hilchos Chol HaMoedCold. Countless hours of testing paid off. I think almost every buck Blue broke even or came up on top. Thanx so much.
Shimshy- thanx for everything. Dani- thanx for doing lights and everything else. I!m putting a skunk in your cubicle.
Moti Edelstein- your speech was amazing!! The delivery was spellbinding. Your presence was felt thru-out
Colorwar. Thanx.
Gedalya Wielgus- A great guy! Your skit in the dining room was hilarious!! Your march was perfect. Thanx for
being on the team. Hatzlacha in the Mir.
Eli Golding- U ROCK!! From your speech by the march to your amazing acting (and coaching) your energy was
contagious. Thanx for everything. Hatzlacha in E.Y.
Yitzy Lebo- One word. Smooth. You work like clockwork. Everything going without a hitch. From cleanup to races
to everything in between it was great having you on the team. Hatzlacha in E.Y. er ..T.V.
Pinny Kanner- Thanx for everything. Your D!var Halacha was inspiring and memorable. Thanx for all your
support.
Meir Papa- a solid individual. Gets it done. Thanx for acting ("enough with politics#) you were great!! Thanx for
leading the final march into the gym. Keep on pumping.
Refoel Stern- no words. What an awesome (inspiring) banner. You came through the clutch big time. That one
will be remembered.
Yisroel Menachem Finkelman- especially in the play. Did I ever mention you make a great Minister? Thanx a lot.
Asher Egert- all your work and your valuable advice were greatly appreciated. Thanx. Hatzlacha in E.Y.
Nechemia Isbee- A great man. Thanx for everything. Your tireless hours you spent doing costumes and activities.
The heart poured into the team was really felt. By the way .Blue sneakers rock!!
To the boys from Props-Goldschmidt, Lichtman, Schmaltz, Lichtenstein, Josilit, THANX.
To the boys from Psych- and I hope I don!t leave anyone out- "fix-it# Fixler, Naftoli "Tuffy# Goldbaum, Ernie Lichtenstein,
Ralph David, Weinberger, and the rest of the boys , thanx you really pumped it up. When you came around we won. Period
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To all those involved in testing for the Grand Bechina- Shimshy, Dani, Naftoli Goldbaum, Shaul Krausz, Chesky
Rosenberg, Meir Papa, Asher Egert, Pinny Kanner, Yossi Hershkowitz- you guys obviously did a great job.
To all the boys from costumes-Led by Pinny Faska, Schmaltz, Gross, Goldschmidt, Israel, Isbee, Krausz, Fixler.
Helped by Hershkowitz, YM Miller, M. Fogel, E. Goldbaum, Y. Tab, C. Rosenberg, and R. David. A. Mayer, C. Battalion,
and Scheiner. Also thank you to the Senior Leaguers- Brecher, Perl, Lichtman, and Bloom. The costumes came out
beautiful.
Chesky Rosenberg- thanx for keeping tabs on everything and getting all the scores.
Yaakov Taub- thanx for everything. Your acting was great.
Moshe Shlomo Feivelson and Nachum Dusowitz- your murals were beautiful. Thanx.
Moshe Schmaltz- thanx for your support among everything else.
Chaim A. Gross- thanx for taking care of balloons. It was great having you around.
Ernie Lichtenstein- thanx for everything. Your props kicked. Especially that mike.
Yonah Kaplovitz- one of the best guys in camp. No longer underrated. Just without a job. You KNOW you!re the
man. Thanx for just being. You are the best DH out there.
To all the boys who make it happen with the with the quit stuff, like sing your heart out, coming to team time,
taking activities, etc. thanks. This one is for you.
To Yitzy bald a man with talent of unreal proportions, just keep on hanging out those songs. Thanks for
everything. You were awesome.
To Heshy, Miles and Mo, thanks for coming; it was great having you there. See you soon in Lakewood (you too,
Mo) (Heshy, your song rocked)
Doug, Mechy and Yitzy-wish you guys could have come. I appreciate all the sport, see $ya in Yashiva.
Yossi Kurant thanks for being a friend and thanks for your Kafia.
To Reuvain Schloss-you are a great man thanks for coming back for the 2nd half of 2nd half. Good luck (Providence)
in Providence.
To the 9th grade-for making this Colorwar happen Miller, Goldbaum Blobstein, etc.
To all campers who helped out-sorry I can!t list you all but you know who you are. Thanks.
To Mendy Silberberg-thanks for all of your support. You are a great person. Simchos Bikarov.
Mutty Lebo-they knew that they had to separate us or it would not have been fair. Oh well. Good luck in T.V.
Yaakov Deutscher-Hi. I just wanted to make sure that you make it into an In-General.
Mordechai Zakutinsky-thanks for everything, including Shatnez. Thanks for all yearbook work.
To my Chavrusas-Moti Cohn, Moishy Lichtman and of course Reb Aryeh Pinter thanks for putting up with me.
To my family-for making this Colorwar so special to me. Tatty and Duvie, thanks for traveling back and forth in
one night just for this.
To my brother Aaron-the best younger brother out there, you $da man! Secret handshake. I really appreciate your
letters. Keep on smiling.
To Bunk Chof Tes- the greatest bunk out there. Period. Coming back from the gym at night was from the most
awesome feelings ever. Thanks for a great summer. K.I.T.
To our dear director Reb Meir Frischman thanks for making Camp Agudah the amazing camp that it continues to
be.
To anyone that I left out, please be Moichel, it was an oversight.
GO BLUE GO! Victory $06

General Naftoli
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It s now 9 Am in the morning the morning after Colorwar ended (Yes, Zakutinsky,
9AM the morning after) and I am sitting and Shepping Nachas from the true Yidishe Na arim
of the green tam who followed the Mesorah passed down to us from the Highmount days that
green must lose Colorwar. Great job guys. (9th graders-hopefully it will be a !great job" next
year. It wasn t only me who noticed how much some of you did for Colorwar, the Head Staff
noticed also. 8th graders that goes for you as well)
Now onto the Zekainim we go. Our Choshuveh Head Staff, especially Avi Moiri and
Rabbi Karfiol-thanks for convincing and forcing me to take this opportunity of being general.
Your support, advice and leadership are what make this camp !The Greatest Show on Earth".
Naftoli-it was great having you on the other side. Ma father asked me before Colorwar if
I mind letting you win this time so that people don t think the scores are fixed. I told him no
problem-for a friend like Naftoli I would do anything. I was really impressed that you stayed in
Yeshiva for the first half. Shteig Away!
Eliyahu-I don t know what I would have done without you. I probably would have lost.
You were the true general of green-I just wore the shirt. I m not going to bother trying to thank
you on paper, because whatever I write would not be enough. Henai Ma Tov U mah No im
Sheves Achim Gam Yachad. Remember when we used to fight?
Elazar Bronstein-another true !Na arim" boy of the green team. Your talent in writing,
leading and singing is not Shayich. You almost single-handedly took care of all the songs. We
can t wait to sing by your Chasunah. Mazel Tov!
Mendy Silberberg-the advice and encouragement and help from an experienced
counselor and green team general meant the world to me. Thanks for your help with
everything. The grand march was beautiful.
Alty pearl- I wouldn t have survived without you. I would have used Shully s Heter from
the Ma Haram Mi Rotenberg to # Chas Vishalom. I don t know how you had the time for all
the things that you did during Colorwar. I think your day has 34 hours. From the skits to the
plays to the songs to the grand march, Rabbi Elefant would be proud.
Mutty Lebovitz-thanks for everything. The cheer, the comedy skit, the sports, it was
great being on your team twice this summer.
Yaakov Deutscher- the Tzadik of this camp, your Middos and Torah make you a role
model for us all. Thanks for being on my team
Yehuda Yosef Weiss-you are the funniest scariest guy I ve ever met. I don t know how
you put up with my Yeshivishe Shprach, maybe that is why you tried to kill me-how did you
miss? Thanks for all of your help and ideas for the skits and plays.
Mordy Lichtenfeld-the grand Bechina is a hard and not Geshmake job. Instead of
Kavod you put up with attitude and a lot of aggravation. Only a person who is really Machshiv
Torah such as you would undertake such a job. Thanks a million
Heshy Klein- you are great actor, funny and serious at the same time. Thanks, and enjoy
the Mir!
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Asher Salzberg-your art is unreal. Whatever your hand touches from banners to murals
turns to gold.
M. Meisner, M.Feinzeig, Y. Aberbach, R. Wienreb-new rising stars in camp as
counselors and actors. The next few years will see great things. Thanks.
S. Brecher, M. Bresler, P. Herbstman-thanks for coming to team time and doing
whatever I asked of you, and even what I didn t ask. Testing for the GB, taking sports#
S. Gray, K.Katlowitz, B. Itzkowitz, S. Meth, Greenberg, S. Fried-you guys did the most
amazing jobs on the costumes, props decorations and everything else that you were involved in.
don t think I didn t notice all the hours you guys put in. this was one thing I knew. I didn t have
to be on top of you because you would get the job done; efficiently, professionally and on time.
Thanks!
A. Steinberg, N. Simon-Mishpacha gets separate mention. Thanks for all of your help
with the costumes and cleanup. May your parents and grandparents continue to see much
Nachas from you.
Y. Joslit, Abramczyk, A. Horowitz, E. Fogel, G.Skolnik, Leiberman- you are the best
JCs in camp. Thanks for your help testing for the GB taking sports, coming to team time and
races.
Z. Schwadel, B.Z. Schwadel, D. Katz, and R. Borchardt-if there would have been points
for psyche, we would have won with you guys. Thanks!
Prupas, Thurm, S. Tepper-thanks for taking games
D. Stein-thanks for the Achdus. The lights were perfect, I m sorry we didn t get a chance
to learn together this summer.
Y. Kurant-thanks for your help with the songs.
H. Weinreb-thanks for your help with the GB.
A big thank you goes to Bunk Chof for being the best bunk in the Catskills. You guys
were Geshmake throughout the entire summer. I really appreciate the way you all behaved and
listened and acted like true Bnei Torah. Shteig away during the year. K.I.T.
I can t end without thanking our dear director, Reb Meir Frischman. He did everything
humanly and not humanly possible to make this summer as great and even greater than ever.
In the name of the entire camp, Zekainim Im Na arim, THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK
YOU!
I apologize if I inadvertently left anyone out,

General Yisroel Meir
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MEMORIES OF THE UPPER FERNDALE HOTEL
I PICK UP MY YEARBOOK AND GLANCE THROUGH THE PAGES, FEELINGS WELL UP INTO
TEARS, AGUDAH YOU`VE GIVEN A LIFETIME OF MEMORIES, I`LL CHERISH THEM THROUGHOUT MY
YEARS!!. AGUDAH FOREVER MY HOME!
SUMMERS SPENT IN AGUDAH WHERE ALL MY DREAMS COMR TRUE, I`M FORTUNATE TO BE A
PART OF YOU!..MY HEART CRIES OUT PLEASE DON`T GO JUST STAY RIGHT HERE WITH ME, FEEL THE
MAGIC OF RUACH COUNTRY!
I`LL ALWAYS BE A RUACH COUNTRY BOY!!!"
As these epic lines of alma matters past drew a close to summer 2005, all of Ruach Country
embraced and rejoiced on B"H another wonderful summer, while already looking ahead 304 days to the
start of summer 2006.
However, only days before the start of the summer season, a fire erupted and consumed our
beloved main building, one of the only remaining structures from Mike Tress` purchase of the old Upper
Ferndale Hotel" in 1957. Immediately, the thoughts on the minds of all Ruach Country were the memories;
recent for some, decades-old for others, of summers gone by in that glorious building.
Those in camp for over a decade can still recall the canteen in the old basement, and the joys of
playing on those old ping pong tables while waiting on line for your snacks (hot stuff was still a long ways
off!). Or in later years, (after the canteen was moved to the barn), of crafting beautiful objects when your
bunk was lucky enough to have the activity of Lucite. In the late 90`s, the senior hill rejoiced when the
senior-leaguers were finally given their own Minyan, in the beautifully remodeled basement Bais
Hamedrash, later named Bais Raphael, after our beloved head-lifeguard, Rabbi Andrusier A"H.
Who can forget the GDR or kitchen, where our delicious meals and snacks would come pouring
out of daily? Old- timers still remember the care and devotion on the face of Rebetzin Teitelbaum, as she
would lovingly hand out each cookie or piece of cake to generations of Camp Agudah boys. Or the
washing room, covered in wall-to-wall pictures of the great times we had in camp, and the old sinks,
(some of) which trickled water slower than our toilets? Of patiently waiting on line to check your voicemail,
after being notified by the computer that there were messages awaiting you? The hallway, with the
constant message asking, DID YOU YOU YOU LEARN MISHNAYOS TODAY?" No one can forget that
great old mirror, hanging by four ancient hooks, where we would properly groom ourselves before meals.
Or the joys of our old office, waiting on line at the copy machine when the toner broke yet again, of
sneaking inside when you were supposed to be on THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WINDOW", hoping for the
announcement that you got a phone call, and could triumphantly walk over to phone 21" and pick up
the line. Or shooting the breeze with fellow campers/staff while you waited on endless lines for a
payphone, hoping for one with a door.
If one closes his eyes tightly and listens closely, his ears can still hear that wonderful rickety-rickety
sound of those old wooden steps as he made his way all the way upstairs to the old computer room. Way
before color computers with state-of-the-art video games, older staff remember when the original
computer room upstairs contained no more than a couple of old black and white computers with some
outdated space games, and of course! that great old printer! The piercing squeak-squeak sound that
emanated from the machine as it painstakingly made its way, line by line, across the page was music to the
ears of the young artist. When he finally made his rickety-rickety way back down the stairs, computer
artwork triumphantly in hand, indeed, it was an activity well-spent.
Ahh, the joys of hanging out in our hot, stuffy lobby, of piling up as many cushions as you can, to
make your chair the highest, until you were angrily called back to the dining room by your counselor! Or
schmoozing with Benny and Howie at all hours of the night (and morning!), while gazing at the historic
color war banners hanging on the wall, or using the oldest and greatest bathrooms in camp (old-timers
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will swear that the backwards fan in the window was there from the days of the previous directors, Rabbis
Boruch Borchardt and Charles Young!).
And of course, our majestic dining room. How many dozens of rabbonim, Gedolim, speakers, and
entertainers made appearances there, inspiring generations of Ruach Country? When one walked
through the ancient room, he could feel the walls still pulsating with inspiration from an appearance by
Rav Ruderman, the Boyaner Rebbe, Reb Yaakov Kamenetsky or Rav Gifter, a speech by Reb Zyshe, or one
of the yearly visits by Rabbi Sherer, which were a virtual holiday in camp. The impression of the priceless
Shabbos Seudos and Zemiros experienced by the Camp Agudah boys, and residents of neighboring
bungalows who would walk to camp on Shabbos to be a part of such Ruach and Kedusha last a lifetime.
The unforgettable Shalosh Seudos speeches by Rav Yaakov Teitelbaum, camp#s first Mora D`asra, and the
dancing which followed for hours on end in the old, pre-renovation, pre-air conditioning dining room are
forever etched in the memories of all those who merited to experience it. (Some can still recall Edgar Gluck
dancing on the tables by Shalosh Seudos, or entering the dining room on a horse during Color War!)
Those in camp decades ago still cherish the memories of the inter-camp 'melave malka#s attended by so
many special Gedolim of yesteryear, such as Reb Moshe Feinstein, Rav Eliezer Silver, and the Admorim of
Skulen, Novominsk, and Boston. How many great programs and institutions that have built Torah in
America, were founded by long-time Camp Agudah boys, such as Artscroll founder Rabbi Meir Zlotowitz
and Torah Communication#s Rabbi Eli Teitelbaum, who were certainly inspired to begin their great work
by the spiritual influence of Camp Agudah. The now world-famous Rabbi Paysach Krohn, famed author of
the Maggid series, began his career in speaking as a Camp Agudah counselor, holding the camp
spellbound throughout the entire day of Tisha B`Av. The Color War murals, which filled the dining room
wall-to-wall, were painted by such personalities as Neginah Orchestra founder Yisroel Lamm, and Rabbi
Shmuel Kunda. Hundreds of siyumim took place in the dining room throughout the years, reflecting the
tremendous Limud HaTorah in Camp Agudah, led by the Mora D`asra, Rav Teitelbaum, and later
YBMCH'CH Rav Yisroel Belsky.
Who can forget all the Ruach-filled meals, and hundreds of Colorwar songs sung there
throughout the years. We will always remember the special announcements from the head table GOOD
MORNING CAMP AGUDAH, ANOTHER GORGEOUS DAY" (Ziggy) WE NEED SOME COLE SLAW AT THE
HEAD TABLE (Benny), or the special Ruach Country chants that shook the walls of the old building BADA
DA DA DA DA, BENNY OFF THE MIKE, LET`S GO RANGERS!" The pep rallies held following supper on the
night of a basketball game whipped the crowd into such a frenzy-which would of course carry over into
the gym- that we knew victory was ours. It was from our dining room that the very Ruach that makes
Camp Agudah Ruach Country emanated for half a century. It seemed only fitting that for its last four years,
our dining room merited to host the annual Grand Sing, the highlight of every great summer in Camp
Agudah. As the special spirit and emotion filled each Grand Sing, we could all feel how lucky we were to
spend our summers in Ruach Country.
Indeed, the memories of all the wonderful times spent in our main building will live on forever in
the hearts of all Agudah boys. And IY"H, in only 310 days, when we roll up to camp to begin another
great summer in 2007, a glorious new building will await us with open arms, ready to build on the
glorious past and continue to create special memories for future generations of Ruach Country.
I would like to thank Camp Agudah, and every person who makes it so special, from every
counselor and J.C. I ever had, to the older staff that made my years as a camper so memorable, to every
friend I ever encountered and experienced such wonderful times with- for giving me the greatest sixteen
summers a person can ever dream of. It is my fervent wish that B`ezras H/shem we will all meet once
again next year, in camp Agudah in Yerushalayim.
I love you all,
Reuvain
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Congratulations!!!
The following boys have successfully completed
The American Red Cross course in Lifeguarding:

Trip 2

Trip 1
Naftoli Abramczyk
Shlomo Bechofer
Yanky Blobstein
Yossi Karman
Tzvi Klein
Yehoshua Neumann
Hersh Nierenberg
Yehoshua Stern
Chesky Yavne
Zev Zryl

Avrohom Braun
Dovid Bressler
Nachum Kaolan
Dovid Levy
Yitzy Miller
Yoni Pomerantz
Yitzy Satt
Boruch Shapiro
Eliezer Werner
Moshe Hirsch

The Shofar Factory
By: Yaakov Bressler and Yaakov Lax
As we walked to the activity chart, we wondered what would be in store for us. We saw that for the last
two activities we had, Special for "!!.
We thought that it would be one of those old and boring people telling us what we already knew. Little did
we know what was in store for us. As we stepped into the air-conditioned Bais Raphael, we saw a large board
with several horned animal heads. When we looked at the table, we saw many kinds of horns, drills and
machines.
The rabbi started talking and showing us many different kinds of Shofros of various sizes, and we began to
get very excited. He then showed us how to play Tug-of-War with a horn and the bone inside of it. He then
showed us the complete process of Shofar Making!. However, the biggest shock came when he told us that we
would each be making our very own Shofros and taking them home with us!
We split into pairs and began safely sawing off the top of the Shofar, wearing gloves and being careful not
to get hurt. We then stood on a line to get the mouthpiece drilled and enlarged. The next line that we waited on
was to get the mouthpiece smoothed out. The final step was glazing the Shofar and then waiting for it to dry.
When it was finished, it was the most beautiful thing that we ever made. The activity was not so boring after all.
We learned many new things that we never knew. It felt like a science class. We then were even Zoche to hear
Rabbi Karfiol blow a huge Shofar. May we be Zoche to hear the Shofar of Moshiach speedily in our days.
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THANK YOU
Thank you Meir Frischman, - the best director that any camp could ever ask for.
To you campers, no one could have predicted, and no one could have even began to think that
something that happened this year before the summer was possible, and that it could have happened right
here in Camp Agudah Ruach Country the best camp in the mountains. But it did, and B!H everyone got
out of the building before it totally burnt down. Everyone already knows what happened, so there is no need
to repeat it again. People were saying after the incident, "Oh no, there is no main building!, "then where
will the office be!, and "there#s no main building then how are we going to have camp there#s no dining
room?! While nobody knew what was going on before they came up, there was major work going on in
camp.
Meir Frischman and his team of maintenance and whoever else was there worked day and night so
that each and every camper can have the greatest summer of their life, in spite of everything that happened.
Some nights were sleepless, but it was all for you campers, and this is the main purpose of this article.
You can thank your counselors and tip them, and you can thank Rabbi Kaufman and Rabbi Karfiol
and the rest of the head staff. But whatever you do, don#t forget to thank the man who worked so hard, and
who works so hard every year to give us the best time, our beloved director- Meir Frischman, because he
made it all happen.
Thank you Meir for every year and especially this year, since despite everything you did made this
the best summer that we could ever hope for. Next year in Yerushalayim B!H.
Thank you,

Moshe Shlomo Feivelson

Chevra Ma!avir Sedra"
"Attention all campers, Chevra Ma avir Sedra will begin 5:30 in the Shul.! These famous words
echoed through the camp every Friday. What a better way to prepare for Shabbos then to join 125 campers
for one half hour before Shabbos to be Ma#avir Sedra! Great prizes were raffled off each week, and campers
heard Divrei Torah from our guest speakers.
The Chevra would like to thank the guest speakers for giving from their busy Erev Shabbos
schedule, to give chizuk to the campers. The speakers included; R# Wolf, R# Yehuda Schwebel, R# Feiffer,
R# A.M. Kaufman, R# Yarmove, R# pearl, and Pinny Kanner.
The Chevra would also like to thank the man behind the scenes, R# Moshe Usher Reinetz for getting
sponsors for the prizes. The Chevra would also like to thank R# Karfiol for supplying us with great prizes.
A big thank you from the technical dept. goes to Yehuda Aryeh Gold for stamping the cards and
putting them into bunk order. A tremendous thank you goes to Mendy Kunstlinger, D#niel Cohen, and Meir
Levy from bunk Lamed Bais for helping the Chevra run smoothly every week.
Last but not least, many thanks to all you great campers who utilized their Erev Shabbos in the right
way by joining us in the Shul at 5:30. And remember to keep on being Ma#avir Sedra in the city. (Perhaps at
5:30)

Shimshy Brecher
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Payday
A conversation was overheard going on in the head counselors# office. "It#s the 9 days and
camp needs something special to make up for the loss of swimming. How about Payday? We
can#t do that; Zevi Seidenfeld is married and lives in Israel. Let#s fly him in; we could pay for his
flight with payday money. Nope, I don#t think El-Al will take Payday money, even if it has
Meir#s face on it!! Who can we get to be in charge of Payday? Let#s find somebody who has
nothing to do for the 9 days. Lifeguards? Nope, the 9 days are the only off days they get all
summer. (Besides for rain days, trip days, visiting days etc.). O.K., How about Moti Edelstein &
Alty Pearl, they do nothing in camp? Perfect!!
Goooood morning, Good morning$..sounds like another boring reveille on the speaker
system. Wait! What was that? Sounds like Moti Edelstein arguing with Rabbi Kaufman about the
boring reveille. Finally someone in this camp speaks up!! There#s another voice sounds like Alty
Pearl trying to convince Rabbi Kaufman to update reveille. PAYDAY BREAKOUT!! YAY!! I
love payday!! If you don#t know what payday is I will explain it to you. Simple, do mitzvahs and
get paid. You can do anything between cleaning Meir#s car to plunging all of camps toilets (yes,
one bunk actually did that).Payday started off with brushing teeth and cleaning my ears. I saved
up all the wax for my Chanukah candles!! It continued with coming dressed up to lunch and
supper.
Then day 2 starts. That#s when you can make some big bucks. Do something to help out
your counselor or camp and earn big bills!! Bunk Chof Bais made a new lost n found the old one
was burned. Bunk Yud-Ches plunged all of camps toilets. Bunk Chof-Vov helped Mrs. Lankry
clean all the pots and pans and warmers. Bunk Chof-Daled and Chof cleaned the new benches in
the tent. Bunk Chof-Zayin rearranged the whole huge refrigerator. 10#s of cars, vans, and buses
were cleaned. The waiters and Pollocks had an off day. Uh! Oh! Its almost 5:00, the deadline for
earning money, I have to go bug Alty and Moti for some extra money!!
Finally, it#s time for the grand Payday auction. I hop I win a loaf of Mrs. Lankry#s
delicious kokosh, or at least a fish tank. I'm not going to try for the overnight or Shoprite because
I know Duetcher always gets that!! My bunk voted for a prize which hint is "get into your suits!.
I think that#s either night swim or meet a Gadol!! Nooo!! The prize is get into your bathing suit
and help Andre clean up the garbage!! Oh well, at least I had fun taking the staples out of the
stage wall!! I also have some payday money to take home. The money was cut by Kalman
Katlowitz and "yearbook editor Zak! Thank you!! Thank you Shimon Diamondstein and
Gedalya Wielgus for all of the behind the scenes work. Thank you Alty and Moti for making this
Payday so great. You guys really worked very hard. I was just kidding about not working all day.
ATTENTION to all my friends out there: you proved that you can do some great mitzvah#s. So
why not do them even if you#re getting fake money for doing them. You get something much,
much greater from H/shem. Hopefully next year IY!H we#ll have payday in Yerushalayim and
Zevi, Moti, and Alty can all take care of Payday together.
A Grateful Camper
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STAFF LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Meir
Rabbi Kaufman
Rabbi Karfiol
Rabbi Wolf
Rabbi Lichtman
Rabbi Feivelson
AB Neiman
Avi Taub
Zev
Yitzy Bald

A real groundbreaking ceremony
Quiet
Chevra, Seder!
An end cut-well done and to be Mutty Karfiol
Zoom flume forever
to find SHMENDRIK a shidduch
To go on the Toronto trips
For counselors to get involved
No bench
to get Gabay and to not overkill Be"emunasoi

Avi
Yaakov
Mutty
AZ Herby
Naftali
Asher
Aaron
LeBron
Mendy
Shully
Alty
Heshy
Shimshy
Gedalya
Shaya
YMK
Eliyahu
Moti
Mordy
Ding
Herby Jr.
Lebo (4)
Max
Asher E.
Reuvain
Shloimy
Meir
Asher S.
Pinny
Fonz
Menachem
Moshe
Dani
Rafael
Sruly
Shloimy
Abby

A full summer
Shorts at home
A pass-card
Shloimy"s red bat
Ninth grade
To keep the Monsey to a minimum
Not to have been slapped so hard and to have said NO to R"Finkelman
His Chupah by the grand sing (or on the bench or at Bonim)
For his bunk to go to sleep before him
Senior hill and to out-scream ninth graders
Senior leagues 2nd half and for the campers to stay away on Payday
More than 2:47
To have Feiffer as his JC again
Third year salary
RAG general at Chaim day camp
To be CC with Eliyahu
To be CC with YMK
For the JC"s to buy their own Balderdash
B.P. General
To find his pants
His own quiet way
to make it to the team
Corduroy shorts and crocs
A Cubicle
More than 20 minutes and a shirt
A BIG! Chassidus
For the Rabbi to learn his first name
For his paintings to hang in the Louvre
A new Loshon Hora song
More pantomimes
A solo
A trim
Skunk repellent and a catch with the Rabbi
Nothing- he won the banner
Tefilla dollars
A polo shirt
Bunk Bais
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And now for the lifeguards

If he was a fish!"
Reuven Augenstein
Yechiel Barnetsky
Shalom Becker
Yosef S. Birnbaum
Yisroel M. Brodt
Yitchok Caplan
Ari Eisenberg
Shloime Ettinger
Moshe S. Feivelson
Shloime Goldschmidt
Meir Greenspan
Chaim Greenspan
Yossi Hershkowitz
Yehuda M. Israel
Yonah Kaplovitz
Yankee Kaufman
Shalom Lerner
Yehonoson Levin
Aharon T. Lichtenstein
Dovid Lowenthal
Yaakov M. Miller
Avrohom Prupas
Meyer C. Rand
Chaim Y. Scheiner
Naftali Senft
Aharon Steinberg
Shlomo Tepper
Menachem S. Thurm
Avrumi Weinberger
Hillel Weinreb
Yissi Yavne
Yehuda Zucker
Reuven Schloss
Boruch Shafer
Yehuda Frischman
Mrs. Rand

Ruach

would drink a lot of water
would be Nemo not Barney
would have fins and scales
would be in Simcha all summer
wouldn#t steal my napkins/ gefilte fish
wouldn#t live in Baltimore
would have big eyes
would still be a Masmid
would be pickled
would be a mechanical one
would have long tentacles
would be a mermaid
would be underwater
would still be on time
would be a gold one
would be a strong one
wouldn#t be able to send text messages
would still be in Israel
would still not be able to do push ups in Staten Island
would be lox
would eat himself
would be a cod
would be attacked by sharks
would still be watching the kiddy pool
wouldn#t eat mustard
would still have an interesting nickname
would still be a lifeguard
would still get underwater faxes
we would remember his-+ name for more than five minutes
would need an underwater camera
would be caught in a net
would be swallowed by a bigger fish
would still be from the Ocean State
wouldn#t mind the well Mikvah
we would have thrown him back
would not have allowed this article to be published
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Question of the Day
1) Who was the king in Aram Naharayim when Eliezer went to find a wife for
Yitzchok?
2) Why did the camels of Avrohom refuse to enter into the home of Lot?
3) Is it permissible to eat before feeding ones animal? Is drinking permissible?
4) How long did Rivka live for?
5) Can Sheva Brachos be recited with less than ten men present? Can the Choson be included in the
required number?
6) Did Avrohom have any daughters?
7) How long did Avrohom obtain the services of Eliezer?
8) When Lovon first saw Eliezer, for whom did he mistake him?
9) Concerning which three men does the Tanach say that they died B seiva Tovah (at an advanced
age)?
10)Which person mentioned in Parshas Chayei Sarah was able to carry two camels at one time?
11)Are Bnei Keturah obligated in Milah?
12)In which one instance do we not read for Mincha of Shabbos the first aliya from the next
regularly scheduled weekly Parsha?
13)Which four people in Tanach merited K fitzas Haderech (being miraculously transported to their
destination)?
14) If one sends a Shaliach to find a wife for him and to give her Kiddushin for him, and the
Shaliach dies without informing the one who sent him if he had actually completed his mission,
may the one who sent him marry at all or is there a fear that any woman who he might
subsequently be Mekadesh may be a close relative of the woman that the Shaliach had been
Mekadesh for him?
15)How did Besuel die?
16)What was the mane of Rivka s nurse who accompanied her with Eliezer?
17)What Halacha do Chazal learn from the manner in which Rivka accompanied Eliezer?
18)Why didn#t Avrohom bless Yitzchok before he died just like Yitzchok did to Yaakov?
19)For how long did Yitzchok mourn the death of Sarah?
20)Which of the Avos is known as the great defender of Klal Yisroel?
21)How long did it take for Eliezer and Rivka to return from Aram Naharayim? Why did they merit
K fitzas Haderech?
22)Which two items did Rivka receive every day in accordance with a stipulation in her Kesubah?
23)Which chapter in Nach is interpreted as a eulogy for Sarah?
24)What did Bnei Yisroel receive in the wilderness in the merit of Sarah?
25)Did Sarah live to see Yitzchok after the Akeida?
26)What did Eliezer have in common with Chanoch Ben Yered and Eliyahu?
27)Which person mentioned in this week#s Parsha, flew over water on a camel?
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Answers for Questions of the Day!
1) Besuel was the king in Aram Naharayim (Yalkut Shimoni, Beraishis 160)
2) The camels of Avrohom refused to enter the home of Lavan until he removed all of his idols from the premises
(Avos D Rebbi Nosson 8)
3) While it is forbidden to eat before feeding ones animals, it is permissible to drink before giving them water(Mogain
Avrohom 167:18)
4) Rivka lived to the age of 133 (Midrash Hagadol, Beraishis 50:26)
5) There must be 10 men present to recite Sheva Brachos. The Choson can be one of the ten (see Kesuvos 7b)
6) According to Reb Meir (Baba Basra16b), Avrohom had no daughters. Rabbi Yehuda maintains that he had a
daughter, and according to Acheirim her name was Bakol.
7) Nimrod gave Eliezer as a servant to Avrohom (Pirkei D Rebbi Eliezer 16)
8) When Lavan first saw Eliezer, he mistook him for Avrohom (Beraishis Rabba 60:7)
9) The three men, who are described in Tanach as having died B seiva Tovah are: Avrohom, Dovid, and Gideon (Ibid
62:2)
10) Eliezer was able to carry two camels at one time, one in each hand (Yalkut Shimoni, Beraishis 109)
11) According to Rashi (Sanhedrin 59b) only the six children of Keturah were obligated in Mila; their descendants
were not. The Rambam (Hilchos Melachim 10:7-8) maintains that their descendants were also obligated.
12) When Yom Kippur falls on Shabbos the Krias HaTorah is not the first Aliya of the regularly scheduled Parsha: the
Yom Kippur Laining supersedes it.
13) The four people who merited K fitzas Haderech were: Avrohom, Eliezer, Yaakov and Avishai Ben Tzeruya
(Beraishis Rabba 59:11)
14) If a Shaliach Lekadeish died before it was known if he gave Kiddushin or to whom he gave Kiddushin, the one who
sent him may only marry a woman who has no close relatives, or one whose close relatives can be asked if they
received Kiddushin from the Shaliach( see Rambam Hil. Ishus 9:6; Rama, Even HoEzer 35:11)
15) Besuel died after eating the poisoned food that had been prepared for Eliezer. According to the Da as Zekainim
(24:55), an angel switched the plates, while the Targum Yonoson writes that since Eliezer refused to eat until ha
spoke his piece, the food cooled off and had to be reheated, and Besuel was given Eliezer#s poisoned food (see
Peirush Yonoson 24:55)
16) Rivka#s nurse who accompanied her when she came with Eliezer was named Devorah (Beraishis 35:8).
17) From that fact that Rivka followed Eliezer and not vice versa, Chazal (Berachos 61a) learn that it is not proper for a
man to walk behind a woman.
18) Avrohom did not bless Yitzchok because he did not wish to bless Yishmoel as well, and he was afraid to bless just
Yitzchok and not Yishmoel because it would arouse Yishmoel#s wrath against Yitzchok. (Targum Yonasan 25;11)
19) Yitzchok mourned for three years for the death of Sarah (Pirkei D Rebbi Eliezer 32).
20) Yitzchok is known as the great defender of Klal Yisroel (see Shabbos 89b)
21) The trip from Aram Naharayim to Chevron took Eliezer and Rivka three hours. The reason that they merited
K fitzas Haderech was so that they should reach their destination before nightfall and avoid problems of Yichud.
(Pirkei D Rebbi Eliezer 16).
22) In Rivka#s Kesubah it was stipulated that she receive two goats every day (Beraishis Rabba 65:11)
23) According to Medrash, (Yalkut Shimoni Mishlei 31) the chapter of Eishes Chayil is a eulogy for Sarah.
24) According to the Tanchuma Yoshon in Parshas Beshalach, B nei Yisroel received Mon in the merit of
Sarah.[Other sources in Chazal attribute the merit to that of Avrohom or Moshe]
25) According to the Targum Yonasan (22:20) Sarah died before Yitzchok returned from the Akeida. According to the
Medrash (Vayikra Rabbah 20:2) she died after he returned.
26) Eliezer entered Gan Eden alive, just as Chanoch and Eliyahu did.(Derech Eretz Rabbah 1)
27) When Lovon first saw the jewelry which Eliezer had given to Rivka, he went to kill him. Upon seeing Lovon
approaching, Eliezer recited a name of H/shem and miraculously flew over water to avoid Lovon. (Yalkut Shimoni,
Beraishis 109)
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A LETTER TO MY BUNK
By: Your Counselor

Dear Bunk, Thank you for being
The cause of many headaches and sleepless nights.
"The bunk! always ready, always prepared
to make problems for me, never willing
to do anything I say. Without a doubt
you people are the most rude, obnoxious and selfish ever.
I have never ever seen a group that is like you
With your hatred to one another and your huge egos.
In Midos, in Achdus, in Bein Adam L chaveiro, in anything important,
You guys stank in every one of them. It
Is surely a reflection of the homes that you were brought up in.
You behaved like a bunch of animals, like a group of caveman,
And I am sure your parents are the same.
I am not interested in having any further contact with you. Don#t
Send me letters or try to call me on the phone.
I am just not interested in you at all. I never liked you, although
I tried my best in every way possible
To hide my hatred and disgust. Don#t think
I appreciate all that you have done for me, every sacrifice on your part
I don#t! and I never, ever will. Good bye and good riddance.
Your counselor
Shocked!?! Re-read the letter, but this time read only every other line!!

OLD SMALL OFFICE MEMORIES
BY SHOLOM & REUVEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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THE BUZZER
GEDOLIM PICTURE BOARD
SINK
SLANTED FLOOR
LUCITE PENCIL HOLDER
CHAYIL STAFF HANDBOOKS
BNOS/CHAYIL DIRECT LINES
OLD STYLE WALL SHARPENER
MRS. AHARONI"S PUSHKAS
TUB OF SAFETY PINS
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

THE NEW PHONE BOOKS
COLLECTION OF KEYS
RADIO PAPER CLIP HOLDER
THE OUTDOOR MIC. SWITCH
NO STANDING! WINDOW
NO CHANGE! SIGN
THE BACK ROOM!
PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
RANDOM PAPERS!
MEIRS MINCHA SIGN
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The Unforgettable Zeke!
During the month of Cheshvon 5766 the Camp Agudah family, young and old, was in shock with the
news of the petirah of a dear friend Zelig ben Shmuel Gimpel who was known simply as Zeke.
For most of you reading this, the first and only question you need to ask is "Who was Zeke?! Well
for many old timers he was camps night activity inventor of Zeke ball. For many others he was the proud
owner of the canteen during the early 1980#s. For the rest of those reading this article, he was camp#s
special Shabbos guest who appeared for the last Shabbos of each season for the past two decades.
However, this was not all he was known for. What was Zeke#s way of living a Ben Torah? He
came to the high school of Yeshivas Chofetz Chaim where he struggled very hard to learn how to learn. He
never gave up and then continued his learning at Torah Ohr, became an outstanding Talmud Chacham and
received semicha from Harav Chaim Pinchas Scheinberg.
His Chesed was all done in a "Hatzne ah Leches! way. For years, he took Rabbi Weissman Z!L in
his car from Brighton Beach to and from Shul. His Tzedakah was always done only Bi sayser as was once
discovered in one Makom Torah where every week, five $20 bills were found folded up in the pushka.
Nobody knew here they came from until the week that Reb Zelig was niftar and no $20 bills were
foundDuring his younger years he was a Talmud of Yeshiva Torah Ohr in Eretz Yisroel. His thirst for Torah
U#Mitzvos was an amazing sight. He was very strict upon davening k#vosikin. His Tefillah Betzibor was the
first possible time of any given day.
Who was his family? For the most part, it was Camp Agudah dating back from the mid 1960#s.
Indeed he had a large family full of chaveirim. Many years ago when camp started building the learning
gazebos, Zeke was from the first who contributed toward the construction. When camp began the Grand
Bechina during colorwar, he was there to contribute toward the cost of printing hundreds of booklets. All
this for the sake of Torah.
Much more could be said for a person who for many years was only a guest here in camp. His
many zechusim for Limud Torah should be a zechus for his neshomah; Zelig Ben Shmuel Gimpel %!&'().
.
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Conspiracy Theory
By Inspector #2

For many years at Camp Agudah we have experienced unexplained forces. It occurs year in
and year out with no explanation. It hits you the second you step off the bus and remains with you all
8 weeks (7 this year) then somehow disappears like nothing happened.
It all starts on the first day, when you get off the bus head to your bunk to unpack. Then it
happens; you re told a great secret-that we have been fooled, and we all have the wrong time.
Somehow after that everyone without questioning anything, just changes their watches. Wait a
second! What just occurred? Why is that those curious kids who have no end to their list of questions
(just ask any counselor) sit by without asking any questions. There must be something more.
But what is the reason for this occurrence? Which area has its own time zone?
Can it be that the government would deny the true time? Maybe we are an advanced
civilization and only we know the true time? And when Rabbi Kaufman says we at Camp Agudah are
better there s something much more that he is alluding to.
Another theory for this phenomenon people suggest is simply that we are really traveling in
time. Can it be that hidden in the vault is some type of time machine? If there really is such a
machine, why not travel back to classical Camp Agudah in émigré bock, where by the melave malka
each kid only got a piece of herring and a sliver of a pickle.
While we might never get a true explanation for this paranormal yearly phenomenon, it
certainly should greatly puzzle anyone who comes in contact with it. Your grandchildren and
ultimately your great-grand children probably will still be puzzled by this un-solved mystery, but
whatever time it may be, the most important thing is that you enjoyed every precious second in camp.
P.S. By the way, if anybody finds out a explanation for this occurrence, please write it down
and give it to me (I come on days when the grass is green and sky is a perfect blue).

10 reasons why Camp Agudah needs Yitzy Leffel
1) He s gonna be the best J.C. ever
2) There has to be a counselor of bunk Lamed Aleph
3) He pumps up the gym by basketball games
4) Someone has to come to the Chofetz Chaim shiur
5) To daven for the amud on Monday and take 20 minutes
6) To keep Shully Lichtman busy on Shabbos
7) To set an example by lights out
8) To show what passion for a game means
9) To be Rabbi Wolf s assistant
10) To be a goalie at the Carnival
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